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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Modern age owes to the wireless technology for enjoying abundance of

information, communication and entertainment (ICE). lVz're/err, the fastest growing

segment of the communication industry is the generic term meaning u/z'z‘l)0m‘ uring wz're.r

between p0z'm‘.r. Many technologies such as wireless sensor networks, automated highways

and factories, smart homes and appliances, intelligent transport systems, remote

telemedicine etc. have been emerged from research ideas to physical systems. Hence,

wireless communication has stolen the attention of the media and imagination of the

public. The field of wireless communication was revolutionised with the advancements in

microwave systems, comprising of microwave devices and circuits which led to small size

and low cost communication systems.

1.1 WIRELESS AND MICROWAVES

The first wireless communication occurred in the pre-industrial age when

transmission of information over line—of-sight distances were achieved using

smoke signals, torch signaling, flashing mirrors, signal flares, or semaphore flags.

Signal combinations were developed to convey complex messages with these basic

signals. Observation stations were built on hilltops and along roads to relay these

messages over large distances. These early communication networks were replaced

first by the telegraph network invented by Samuel Morse, an American painter in

1838 and later by the telephone.

1
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The concept of radio began in 1865 with james Clerk Maxwell, a Scottish

mathematician and theoretical physicist. Though Maxwell had never seen or

experienced radio waves, he successfully anticipated most of the laws that govern

their propagation, calculating their speed and noting their resemblance to light

waves. These laws were later popularised as Maxwell’s equations. Maxwell also

showed how radio waves could be reflected, absorbed and focused like the beam

from a torch and could change the very nature of the object on which they were

focused.

Based on Maxwell's work, Heinrich Hertz, the German physicist invented

the oscillator and created radio waves in 1887. In 1894, the British scientist Oliver

Lodge succeeded in transmitting wireless signals over 150 yards. But it was with

the Italian inventor, Guglielmo Marconi, who in 1895 sent a radio telegraph

transmission across the English Channel and in 1901 a transmission across the

Atlantic, the new era in wireless communication began. Public use of radio began

in 1907 and over the years, the wireless technology, in every aspect became an

inevitable part of human life. The term microwave seems to have first appeared in a

writing by Nello Carrara in the first issue of an Italian journal A/ta Frequemga in

1932. The term gained acceptance during the Second World War to describe

wavelengths less than about 30 cm (1-"300 GHZ). Table 1 shows the band

designations in the microwave frequency range.

2
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Table 1: Microwave frequency band designations

i Frequency Band Designation Designation0 (Old) i c(n<-=W)
C500-1000 MHZ UHF 0

1~2 GHZ L  D
l2-3 GHz s E

3'-4 GHZ S l P4-0 om c G4-8 GHZ c H
s-10 GHz X 1

10—12.4 GI-IZ X '
12.4—18 om Ku
18-20 GHz 1<
20-26.5 G142 1<
26.5-40 GHZ Ka K

W‘_-¢%aI-Iii!

Microwaves were much shorter than those normally used for

communications at that time, but were being used in RADAR (Radio Detection

and Ranging).

In the early 1920s, Marconi had noted the use of radio waves for detecting

targets. The development of RADAR technology in the 1930s accelerated the

production of high~power microwave generators and antennas. Microwave

antennas tend to be smaller in size, with high directivity. The use of microwaves

yields greater modulation bandwidth and these waves can pass through the

ionospheric layers unlike the radio waves.

3
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Table 2 Summary of the existing wireless communication services

Service Frequency Band
(MHz)

GSM (Global System for

Mobiles)
880-960

GPS (Global Position System) I b=md1= 1227-1575_ %_% Li ?band2:1565-1585
DCS (Digital Communication

System)
1710-1880

T PCS (Personal

Communication System)
1850-1990

‘ T UMTS (Universal Mobile‘) it

Telecommunication System) ii
1900-2200

IMTS (liiiproved Mobile T

Telephone System)
1920-2170

WiBro (Wireless Broadband) 2300-2390

isM (Industrial Scientific and

Medical)

band 1: 2400-2484
band 2: 5150-5350
band 3: 5725-5825

W/iMAX (Worldwide

Interoperability for

Microwave Access

band 1: 2495-2695
band 2: 3250-3850
band 3: 5250-5850

These features of microwaves enabled the satellite communication and

with the launch of the International Telecommunications Satellite (INTELSAT

III — the first commercial geo-synchronous satellite of the US, in 1969 global

communication which was a dream until then became a reality.



_________
At present, several wireless communication services are in use, a summary of

which is given in Table 2.

1.2 MICROWAVE ANTENNAS

Antennas are the start and end nodes of a wireless link. Generally, they are

metallic structures designed for radiating and receiving electromagnetic energy.

According to the IEEE standard definition, an antenna is a mean: for radz'otin;g or

reoeiz/z'rz(g radio waver  In practice, an antenna acts as a transitional structure or

impedance transformer between the guiding device (e.g. waveguide, transmission

line etc.) and the free space. In other words, antenna is an electromagnetic

transducer.

A conducting wire radiates mainly because of time-varying current or an

acceleration or deceleration of charges [1]. If there is no motion of charges in a

wire, no radiation takes place, since no flow of current occurs. Radiation will not

occur even if charges are moving with uniform velocity along a straight wire.

However, charges moving with uniform velocity along a curved or bent wire will

produce radiation. If the charge is oscillating with time, then radiation occurs even

along a straight wire. In the antenna structure, the charges, accelerated by an

external source sets up a charge flow. These charges reaching the discontinuity or

transition in the structure get decelerated and their energy is radiated.

1.2.1 EARLY DEVELOPMENTS

The first practical antenna was constructed by Heinrich Hertz in 1886. He

used an end /oaded dipole as transmitting antenna and a resonant rguare /oop as the
5
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receiving antenna. In 1897, jagadish Chandra Bose, the eminent Indian scientist

constructed the first /Jam antenna for his studies using millimeter waves. He set up

the first ever wireless link between his house and his workplace, much earlier than

Marconi’s transatlantic communication. The invention of microwave tubes during

the Second World War launched the modern antenna technology and new

antenna elements like aperture antennas, reflector antennas, leaky-wave antennas

etc. were introduced.

In addition to metallic antennas, dielectric and dielectric loaded antennas

were also proved to be useful candidates at microwave and millimeter wave

frequencies. Earlier dielectric antennas were transmission type in nature where the

electromagnetic energy is transmitted through structures like die/ecm'c /em" and

dz'e/ecmk rods. Use of dielectric material as part of the antenna started in 1944 with

the invention of dielectric lens antennas. These act as secondary antennas, using a

dielectric lens to change the cylindrical or spherical waves from a primary antenna

into flat plane waves. Dielectric materials having refractive index greater than

unity, like lucite or polystyrene are used for the fabrication of these antennas.

Later, in 1947, the concept of dielectric rod antennas was introduced. These

perform as dielectric waveguides that guide the energy from the feed~end and

transforms it into radiated energy at the free-end. Low gain and high side lobe

levels are the main characteristics of these antennas. However, loading metallic

horn antennas with dielectric rod antennas has been shown to increase the gain

and reduce the cross polar and side lobe levels. Dielectric antennas were also

being used in the form of a solid or hollow dielectric horn antenna.

6
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In the early 19508 the mzbrostnjfi pate/2 antenna (MPA) technology was

introduced but the major advancements took place only in the 1970s. In the

general form, an MPA is a planar metallic area formed on a dielectric substrate of

appropriate thickness and material properties. MPAs are of easy fabrication, low

profile, conformable to planar and non-planar surfaces, mechanically robust,

compatible with monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) designs and

flexible in designs. However, they suffer from narrow bandwidth, low gain, low

radiation efficiency, low power handling capacity and high surface wave losses.

O
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\;J

Wire dipole antenna
.,

I),, ..In- -.
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A
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SMA connector  Ms T

Micmstrip patch antenna Dielectric resonator antenna

Figure 1: Different types of antennas

1.2.2 LATEST TREND

The antenna community had to wait until the early 19805 for a competitor

to the MPA — the dielectric remnator antenna  A DRA contains a known

volume of dielectric material or puck, called the dielectric resonator (DR), of

appropriate characteristics especially a high dielectric constant and low loss. Like

the MPA, the DRA also offers the advantages of low-profile, light-weight and

flexible excitation schemes. Both antennas are candidates for numerous

8
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applications, either as individual elements or as array elements. But the lack of

metallic losses in DRAs assures higher radiation efficiency than MPAs, especially

in the millimeter wave applications. Also the possibility of exciting low Q

radiating modes offers a higher operating bandwidth to them than the MPAs. A

comparative study between the DRA and MPA [2] shows that the former is a real

competitor to MPAs in terms of performance. Various aspects of DR and DRAs

are described in detail in Chapter 3. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagrams of

different types of antennas discussed above.

1.3 INDUSTRIAL, SCIENTIFIC AND MEDICAL APPLICATIONS
OF MICROWAVES

Microwaves are useful not only for the transfer of information,

communication and entertainment but also for the transfer of energy. This aspect

describes the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) applications of microwaves

[3]. Drying, cooking, irradiation, purification, liquification, sintering, enzymatic

inactivation, sterilization, pasteurization, vulcanization etc. using microwaves

come under the industrial applications. Microwave diathermy, hyperthermia,

medical imaging etc. are the medical applications. Scientific field uses microwaves

in particle accelerators, in semiconductor industry and for material

characterisation.

1.4 MICROWAVE MATERIALS

Dielectric and magnetic materials are highly applicable in microwave

devices, circuits and systems in the form of substrates, dielectric waveguides,

9
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resonators, phase shifters, tuning devices, radomes, radiation absorbers etc.

Suitability of a material for any microwave application. is determined by the

microwave properties of that material. Permittivity and permeability are the major

quantities representing the electromagnetic properties of a material.

Generally, material characterisation using microwaves falls in three classes

namely (1) Resonance methods [4] (2) Guided wave methods [5] and (3)

Freespace methods [6] developed in 1946, 1954 and 1986 respectively.

Resonance methods use cavity resonators, of either cylindrical or

rectangular cross section. Measurement is done either by length tuning or by

frequency tuning. In the former method, the length of the cavity with sample is

tuned mechanically for a fixed frequency. From the measured changes of length

and Q-factor of the cavity at resonance, the material parameters can be calculated.

In the latter method, the cavity length is fixed, while the frequency is swept. Here

the shift in the resonant frequency and the cavity-Q are measured.

Guided wave method is based on the two port measurement of the S

parameters (S11 or S21) of a filled section of coaxial line or metallic waveguide.

Comparing it with the S—parameters of the unfilled line, the dielectric and

magnetic properties can be obtained. However this method requires the sample to

be accurately machine-worked to perfectly fit the transmission line in order to

have accurate measurements.

Freespace methods are based on the optical type measurement, generally

suitable at the millimeter wave frequencies. Here also S11 or S21 is measured with
10



and without the sample placed between two antennas. This method is contactless

as well as nondestructive. Large samples, preferably in the form of sheets are

usually needed in order to avoid the edge diffraction effect of waves. The

measurement uncertainties are attributed to the sample roughness, deformations

and a spherical wavefront instead of the plane wave.

Design, evaluation and analysis of electromagnetic problems involving

antennas, cavities, microwave circuits (MIC/MMIC) etc. have been simplified

with the popularity of digital computers and computer simulation tools. Analytical

or numerical techniques are mainly used for the above purpose. The former

makes simplifying assumptions about the geometry of a problem in order to apply

a closed-form solution, but is unsuitable for most problems that are quite

unpredictable in nature. In such cases, numerical solution is the best alternative

and the present day simulation tools are based on these techniques.

1.5 NUMERICAL METHODS IN ELECTROMAGNETICS

The area of computational electromagnetics involves evaluating the

fundamental field quantities from the Maxwell’s curl equations using numerical

methods with a given set of initial or boundary values  These solutions

describe propagation of electromagnetic waves and their interactions with a

material. There are many different methods which can be used to solve 3~

dimensional electromagnetic problems. These methods can be classified into (1)

integral equation and differential equation methods or (2) time domain and

frequency domain methods. Integral equation method start with the selection of

ll
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an appropriate Green’s function which is manipulated analytically so that it

incorporates the boundary conditions and then a solution is sought. Differential

equation methods exploit Maxwell’s equations in differential form and require a

minimum of analytical manipulation. Time domain methods typically obtain the

impulse response (which contains information at all frequencies) and frequency

domain methods obtain the transfer function at a specific frequency.

Method of moments [8], Finite element method [9], Finite difference time

domain method [10] and Transmission line matrix method [11] are the most

commonly used numerical techniques.

1.5.1 METHOD OF MOMENTS

The method of moments (MoM) was developed in the early 1920s by

Galerkin and became popular in 1967 with the work of R.F. Harrington. MoM is a

method for solving differential or integral equations numerically by transforming

them into simultaneous equations. The equation solved by moment method

techniques is generally a form of the electric field integral equation or the

magnetic field integral equation. The form of the integral equation used

Cl€t61‘ITllI'1€S which types of problems a moment-method technique is best suited to

solve. The first step in the moment-method solution process is to expand the

unknown quantity as a finite sum of basis (or expansion) functions. A set of

linearly independent weighting (or testing) functions are defined and an inner

product of each weighting function is formed with both sides of the equation

being solved which yields a set of M equations in M unknowns. Now, these

unknowns are solved by using the matrix inversion. For getting accurate results, a
12
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large number of basis functions are required and the CPU time required to solve

the simultaneous equations also increases. In order to solve this difficulty, many

combinations of the basis and testing functions were evolved. In electromagnetic

field analysis, MoM solution directly provides the surface current on a conductor

or the polarization current in a dielectric. Arbitrary configurations with complex

geometries or inhomogeneous dielectrics are difficult to analyze using MoM. They

also are not well-suited for analyzing the interior of conductive enclosures or thin

plates with wire attachments on both sides.

1.5.2 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

Development of the finite element method (FEM) began in the middle to

late 1950s for airframe and structural analysis and was popularised in the 1960s for

use in civil engineering. The first step in finite element analysis is to divide the

configuration into a number of small homogeneous pieces or elements. The

model contains information about the device geometry, material constants,

excitations, and boundary constraints. The corners of the elements are called

nodes. The next step is to assign nodes to each element and then choose an

interpolation function (polynomials) to represent the variation of the field variable

over the element. The degree of the polynomial chosen depends on the number

of nodes assigned to the element, the nature and number of unknowns at each

node, and certain continuity requirements imposed at the nodes and along the

element boundaries. The magnitudes of the field variable and their derivatives may

be the unknowns at the nodes. Once the finite element model has been

established, next is to determine the matrix equations expressing the properties of
13
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the individual elements and hence to form the matrix equations expressing the

behavior of the entire system. Application of the appropriate boundary conditions

gives a set of simultaneous equations to be solved to obtain the unknown nodal

values of the problem. The major advantage of the finite element method is that

the electrical and geometric properties of each element can be defined

independently. Thus it is possible to model configurations that have complicated

geometries and many arbitrarily shaped dielectric regions in a relatively efficient

I'I13.f1I1€I.

1.5.3 FINITE DIFFERENCE TIME DOMAIN METHOD

The finite difference time domain (FDTD) method has been proved to be

very versatile in analyzing complex geometries such as antennas and filters,

microwave and optical waveguides, interaction between electromagnetic waves

and the human body etc. The strength of FDTD lies in the fact that it provides an

easy understanding on the temporal physical phenomena. This is because FDTD

is a time domain computational technique. In this approach introduced by Yee in

the mid 1960s, the computational volume is sampled in space and the field

quantities are evaluated at discrete intervals of time. The time step and the spatial

increment are so chosen as to avoid aliasing error and instability of the algorithm.

Maxwell’s curl equations are solved for each cell by a knowledge of the field

quantity (E or H) at the previous time step and that (H or E) at the immediately

neighboring cell. The field updating process is stopped when the field quantities

over the computational volume reaches a steady state. Because of the limited

computer resources, the computation volume is terminated by using appropriate
14
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absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs). The primary advantage of FDTD is their

great flexibility. The total memory storage and the computational time are directly

related to the number of field unknowns in the problem space, which in turn

depends on the electrical size of the problem space and the space resolution.

Large objects with regions that contain small, complex geometries may require

large, dense grids which in turn cause long computational times. Details of the

FDTD method are provided in Chapter 5.

1.5.4 TRANSMISSION LINE MATRIX METHOD

The transmission line matrix (TLM) method was proposed by ]ohns er a/.

in 1971. According to TLM method, a continuous system is replaced by a network

or an array of lumped elements. It requires division of the solution region into a

rectangular mesh of the transmission lines. The basic TLM cell, known as the

symmetrical condensed node is a twelve’-port device characterised by a scattering

matrix. Each node is connected to its neighboring nodes by a pair of orthogonally

polarized transmission lines. Pulse voltages incident to appropriate nodes simulate

the excitations. Scattering occur at those nodes that produce reflected voltages

become incident voltages to neighboring nodes for the next iteration. Generally,

dielectric loading is accomplished by loading nodes with reactive stubs. These

stubs are usually half the length of the mesh spacing and have a characteristic

impedance appropriate for the amount of loading desired. Absorbing boundaries

are easily constructed in TLM meshes by terminating each boundary node

transmission line with its characteristic impedance. Similar to FDTD, complex,

nonlinear materials are readily modeled in TLM and also impulse responses and
15



the time-domain behavior of systems are determined explicitly. TLM fails in the

same way as PDTD in terms of the computational time that is proportional to the

volume and grid size required for accurate solution of the problem.

Each of the above method is well-suited to a particular structure so that

when analyzing a complex, hybrid problem, two or more of them can be suitably

combined.

1.6 COMMERCIAL ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATION TOOLS

Commercial electromagnetic simulators based on the aforesaid numerical

methods, such as Zeland IE3D (MQM) [12], Ansoft HFSS (FEM) [13], Flomerics

MicroStripes (T LM) [14] and Zeland FIDELITY (FDTD) [12] are popular

among engineers and researchers.

HFSSTM is the tool used in this thesis, which is a high-performance FEM

based full-wave electromagnetic field simulator for arbitrary 3-D volumetric

passive device modeling [13]. It integrates simulation, visualization, solid

modeling, and automation in a user-friendly and easy—to-leam environment. I-IFSS

calculates the S, Y and Z-parameters, resonant frequency, Q-factors, near/far

fields, smith chart, specific absorption rate (SAR), electric and magnetic fields in

vector/magnitude forms and lot other parameters and displays them in high

quality 2-D/ 3-D/ animated plots. Integrated optimization/ parametric solutions,

geometry/ material parameterization, sensitivity/ statistical analysis etc. are added

features of HFSS [15]. Applications of I-IFSS include package modeling, printed

circuit board modeling, EMC/EMI, antennas/ mobile communications,
16
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connectors, waveguide, filters and biomedical devices. Basic mesh element of the

HFSS is tetrahedron, which allows modeling and solving complex, arbitrary

geometries.

1.7 MOTIVATION FOR THE RESEARCH WORK

A dielectric resonator (DR), as evident from the name itself, is a resonant

structure. I-Ience a DR antenna (DRA) can be expected to have a limited

bandwidth. Typical impedance bandwidth is of the order of 10 % for a dielectric

constant of 8, ~10. To be suitable in modern communication applications, a single

antenna needs to cover preferably two or more application bands. Thus,

investigations on bandwidth enhancement of DRAs have been of main interest

for the last several years. Well-known methods being adopted are (1) combining

multiple resonators (2) use of additional impedance matching techniques or (3)

reducing the radiation Q-factor of the DR. Lowering the Q-factor of a DR is a

highly attractive method since it doesn’t require additional components as in the

other two methods. The Q-factor of a DR is directly proportional to the ratio of

the stored energy to the dissipated (radiated) power. In most wideband designs,

low-Q is achieved by lowering the amount of energy stored in the DR, by

reshaping it into the form of a cylindrical (or rectangular) ring or cup, stacked

geometry etc. This however, results in uneasy fabrication efforts compared to the

basic geometries like simple cylinder or rectangular.

The work presented in this thesis is focused on the design of a cylindrical

DRA for wideband operation, based on the low-Q method. Here, the radiated

17
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power from the DR is increased rather than reducing the stored energy, thereby

not demanding any geometrical modifications of the DR. Parameters like return

loss, input impedance, radiation pattern, gain and radiation efficiency of the

fabricated antennas are measured. High frequency structure simulator (HFSSTM) is

utilised to ease the design procedure. A numerical model of the DRA was

developed using the technical language MATLAB®, based on the FDTD method,

to compute the important antenna parameters in order to validate the measured

results.

1.8 ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS

The thesis is organised into six chapters, the present chapter being Chapter 1.

Chapter 2 reviews the past research works carried out and the major

research developments taken place in the area of dielectric resonator antennas.

Chapter 3 deals with the fabrication and characterisation of dielectric

resonators. It also describes the evolution of DR antenna, emphasising various

DR geometries and excitation techniques studied so far. The antenna design, basic

measurement facilities and measurement procedure are also discussed.

Chapter 4 gives the details of the wideband DRA design, simulation and

measurement results. Influence of various design parameters on the antenna

performance is also discussed.

18
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Chapter 5 explains the computational modeling and analysis of DRAS

using the FDTD technique. Computed results are compared with the measured

results.

Chapter 6 discusses the conclusions drawn from the work, and the scope

for future work.

Four appendices A, B, C and D are included, which deal with the works

done by the author in the field of DRAs.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter reviews the evolution of dielectric resonator antenna

technology over the past 24 years from the first cylindrical DRA to the latest magneto

DRA. An account of the existing design aspects for achieving wideband operation, multi

band operation, conical radiation patterns, circular polarisation and compactness for

DRAs has been presented. Finally, a survey of the FDTD analysis of DRAs has been

carried out.

2.1 DIELECTRIC RESONATOR ANTENNA - THE BEGINNING

Dielectric resonator (DR) is a ceramic puck characterised by a definite

volume, shape, high dielectric constant and low loss. Radiation from open DRs

was realized by Richtmyer in 1939  But the first theoretical and experimental

analysis of a cylindrical DR antenna was carried out by Long er a/. in 1983

Since then, DRAs transformed into a fast growing focus among the antenna

researchers so that new DR geometries like rectangle, hemispherical, triangular,

ring etc. were evolved and studied extensively [3-7],

Kishk et a/. presented a detailed numerical analysis of a dielectric disk

antenna placed on a conducting surface based on surface integral equations to

compute the resonant frequency and Q-factor  Later, Mongia at a/. published a

comprehensive review of the modes and radiation properties of various DRs [10].

Accurate closed-form expressions for the resonant frequency, radiation Q-factors

and the inside fields of a cylindrical DR were also described in the above work.
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A detailed study of the fabrication imperfections of probe fed cylindrical

DRAs was reported in [12]. It described that even thin air gaps between the DRA

and the ground plane backing or between the probe and the DRA can notably

modify its input impedance. An account of the various technological aspects of

DRA research at the Communications Research Centre, Ottawa, Canada till year

1998 was published in [13]. This included novel DRA elements and arrays

designed for wide bandwidth, compactness, circular polarisation, high gain and

active antenna applications. All the existing feed mechanisms such as coaxial

probe [2, 8], microstrip [5, 14, 15], coplanar waveguide [16, 17], slot-line [6, 11,

18], waveguide [19-21] etc are compatible with DRAS also.

2.2 WIDEBAND DRAs

In the early 90$ when junker at a/. noted that the presence of an air gap

between a cylindrical DRA and the ground plane, a kind of fabrication

imperfection can cause broadening of the resonant curve of the DRA [12, 22]. .

This was the effect of reduced unloaded or radiation Q~factor (Q11 or Q,) of the

DRA due to an increased effective radiating area. Later, Ittipiboon ez‘ a/.

introduced an aperture fed rectangular DRA, with its centre portion removed.

This DRA and its image formed a rectangular ring DRA to acquire a 28 %

bandwidth [23]. This was motivated by the work of Verplanken ez‘ a/. [24] which

reported that the Q, of certain modes of a cylindrical ring DR is lower than those

of the corresponding cylindrical DR.
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Use of multiple DR_As as part of the radiator provided an easy and straight

forward way of exciting multiple radiating modes, which facilitated multi-band

DRA design. By properly choosing the er and dimension of individual DR_As, the

resonant frequencies corresponding to the modes can be brought closer so as to

enhance the bandwidth. Kishk ez‘ a/. showed that a low er DRA stacked on top of a

high at DRA could provide a bandwidth of 25 % [25]. Further studies on stacked

DRA designs were carried out both experimentally and numerically [26-28]. Two

rectangular DRAs separated by a metallic plate yielded a much broader bandwidth

of 76.8 °/o [29]. Keeping the separate DR elements as a single entity in the above

cases was tiresome and was avoided by fabricating single stacked DRA structures

in the form of flipped staired pyramid [30], L and T shaped equilateral triangular

[31, 32] which offered a maximum bandwidth in excess of 60%.

Special DRA shapes like split-cylinder [33] and conical [34] were also

reported to have wide bandwidths. Such geometries however suffered from an

increased antenna dimension, especially the DRA height, compared to an

individual element. Embedding one DRA within another, in the form of an

annular ring solved the above problem where the antenna dimensions are the

same as that of the parent DRA [35, 36]. Later, a stacked-embedded DRA design

improved the bandwidth to 68 °/o [37]. A detailed comparative study of the

stacked and embedded wideband DRAs with the homogeneous DRA was also

carried out [38].
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Modification of the feed geometry proved to be a successful method for

improving the impedance matching and bandwidth. Luk er a/. used a vertical

metallic stub extended from a microstripline [39] or a coaxial probe [40]

enhanced the bandwidth to 19 % and 43 % respectively for cylindrical and

rectangular DRAs. In addition, this was also shown to improve the impedance

matching. A fork-like tuning stub [41] coupling energy from a microstrip through

a circular aperture to the DRA also improved the bandwidth. Feeding techniques

like L-shaped [42] and T shaped [43] microsttip also improved the impedance

bandwidth. To be suitable with low—Q, DRA shapes like cylindrical cup, novel

feeds like L, hook and] shaped probes [44, 45] were also found suitable in

addition to the probe or slot feed. An aperture feed which excites the DRA in

addition to radiating itself [46, 47] was capable of producing two merged

resonances causing wide bandwidth operation.

Designs using a simple DRA is also presented for bandwidth enhancement

[48, 49], where an aspect ratio greater that unity allowed excitation and merging of

dual modes of similar radiation properties.

2.3 MULTI-BAND DRAs

A dual-band antenna can replace two single band antennas of suitable

operating bands. The work [25] on stacked wideband DRA was an implication to

the design of dual-band DRAs by choosing two DRAs of different dimensions,

excited by a single feed.
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A wideband antenna unless is operating over a useful application band, is

useless. This suggests the design of independent application bands where the

antenna radiates only over those bands. Z. Fan at al. introduced a slot excited

double element rectangular DRA for dual or wideband application [50]. Stacking

of two cylindrical DRAs excited by an annular ring excited by a probe has shown

a three—band behavior [51]. In [52] dual frequency operation was achieved by

incorporating additional DRA in a parent DRA, both cylindrical in shape, so that

the volume of the structure remains unchanged. A cylindrical ring DRA is fed

with two orthogonal microstrip feeds is reported [53] for dual resonance. This

also has the effect of producing orthogonally polarised bands but with similar

broadside radiation patterns. Special eye—shaped DRA is also shown to be

effective in producing dual radiating modes [54].

By adding an additional radiator to the DRA also, dual-frequency operation

can be achieved. This principle is implemented in [55] where a cylindrical DRA

and a ring—slot are fed together by a circular slot thereby allowing radiation from

the two at respective resonances. If the feed to the DRA is also radiating at a

particular frequency, it will be advantageous in this context. This technique is

explained in [56] where the rectangular slot-feed to the DRA is made radiating by

adjusting its dimensions. The same team introduced another design [57] by using

a T-shaped microstrip feed that radiates in addition to exciting the DRA. A

ceramic loaded annular ring monopole antenna is found to resonate in the dual

W/LAN bands [58]. The principle is nothing but the inherent size reduction

property of high at DRs to be explained in the next chapter.
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2.4 MONOPOLE/CONICAL BEAM DRAs

Most of the DRA designs discussed above produce broadside radiation

where the pattern maximum occurs at the broadside or zenith (6 = 90°). This is

achieved by properly exciting the magnetic dipole mode of the DRA [10]. But

certain other applications like high performance radio local area network

(HIPERLAN) [59] and vehicular communications need monopole-like or

conical radiation patterns with the maximum radiation located at the elevation,

most commonly in the range 30° < 6 < 60° and a null at the zenith. This is done in

most cases by exciting the monopole-like modes of the DR with a center-fed

coaxial probe.

In 1993, Kishk et a/. noted that in the case of a probe fed cylindrical DRA,

when the probe is positioned close to the centre of the antenna, a monopole

TMOn]8 mode is also excited with the same strength as the broadside HEM1m5

Mongia er a/. demonstrated that a cylindrical ring DRA excited in the TM015 mode

can produce near mon0pole—like radiation [9] over a small bandwidth. Later, this

design was modified for size reduction and good mode separation by

incorporating a metallic cylinder concentrically inside the ring DRA [61].

A combination of microstrip line and probe was used for exciting

monopole mode of a cylindrical ring DRA [62]. Conical beam operation is also

realized by the use of two cylindrical DRAs fed by a single probe [63]. This has

the effect of a 35 % increase in antenna gain but a 0.7 % decrease in bandwidth

compared to a single element.
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Recently, Guha ez‘ a/.' showed that by using an array of four cylindrical

DRAs surrounding a coaxial probe [64] a wider impedance bandwidth of 29 %

can be achieved. Special geometries like stacked triangular DRA [32] or half

hernispherical DRAs [65] have also been reported to provide wideband conical

beam operation. Ultra wideband  monopole mode DRA was employed

[66] by combining a quarter wave monopole and a ring DRA. The design details

of the above antenna were given by Guha et a/. [67]. In this, three resonances,

resulted from the bare monopole, the ring DRA and the DR loaded effective

monopole, combine to provide the UWB response.

2.5 CIRCULARLY POLARISED DRAs

Generally a DRA produce linearly polarised radiation when operated on

any of the fundamental modes. The ability of DRAs to support multiple radiating

modes simultaneously is well exploited in the design of circularly polarised (CP)

antennas.

CP antenna design using DRAs started with [68] that propose a

rectangular DR with two diagonally opposite corners truncated similar to the

design implemented with rectangular patch antennas to produce CP. Later,

Mongia er a/. [69] produced CP by exciting the two orthogonal HE115 modes of a

cylindrical ring DRA using a 3dB quadrature coupler. In [70] the orthogonal

HE115 modes of a cylindrical dielectric resonator are excited by two probes fed in

phase quadrature by a microstrip line. In [71] a slot-coupled rectangular DRA is

used where the DRA position is adjusted 45° with respect to the slot to produce
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CP from a cylindrical DRA over a bandwidth of 3.4 °/o and beam width of 110°. A

cross-slot of unequal slot lengths in the ground plane of a microstrip line has been

used [72] to produce CP from a cylindrical DRA over 3.91 % of bandwidth. A

design with dual conformal strip feed [73] can also produce CP but over a wide

bandwidth of 20 °/o. A cylindrical DRA is fed by a perturbed annular ring slot [74]

to achieve an axial ratio bandwidth of 3.4 %. In this design, a backing cavity of

hemispherical shape was used to block the back lobe radiation. Effect of parasitic

conducting strip loading on the impedance characteristics of a cylindrical DRA

has been studied [75] where CP is achieved by varying the angular position of the

parasitic strip relative to the conformal feed.

A design similar to [71] is reported [76] where a parasitic strip is diagonally

attached on top of a rectangular DRA and is fed through an aperture. The design

is also shown suitable for a four element sequentially rotation DRA array. CP

from a hemispherical DRA [77] has been produced by using an approach

discussed in [75]. In the design, a slot aperture is used for coupling and the dual

orthogonal modes for CP are generated by using a grounded parasitic strip

attached to the DRA surface. A new geometry DRA in the form of a stair has

been fed by a slot is also reported [78] for generating CP over a 10.6 %

bandwidth. In [79] a 4.7 °/o axial ratio bandwidth has been achieved by using a

cross-slot of unequal slot lengths for coupling to a cylindrical DRA. A cylindrical

DRA with longitudinal slots of limited depth has been shown to produce CP over

a 4 % bandwidth [80]. Compact CP design [88] is also reported using a half-split

cylindrical DRA.
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2.6 COMPACT DRAs

Design of compact DRAs has always been a challenging issue among

antenna researchers. By using a high dielectric constant material, a small volume

of DR can resonate at a lower resonant frequency as per Eq. (3.8) in Chapter 3.

But this will increase the Q-factor and hence a lower bandwidth with the resonant

frequency becoming highly temperature dependent [81].

Mongia er al. noted the existence of one or more planes of symmetry for

isolated DR shapes. \X7hile this plane of symmetry serves as an electric wall for

certain modes, it behaves as a magnetic wall for the other modes. This was the

motivation for the work [82] where a half-split cylindrical DR was paced over a

metallic ground plane, which was at the plane of symmetry (£15 = O). The particular

antenna configuration was excited in T E015 (magnetic dipole) mode with a low Q,

thereby facilitating more than 8 °/o bandwidth. A similar split-DR with a slot feed

was used for allowing integration with MICs [83]. Numerical analysis of a half

split cylindrical DRA on a ground plane excited in the low Q, modes -TE015 and

HEM125 is presented [84] using a method of moment approach for the coupling

between a body of revolution (BOR) geometry and a non-BOR geometry.

M. T. K. Tam et a/. reported a half-volume design [85] for the broadside

modes of a cylindrical (HEM115) and rectangular (TE115) DRAs based on the

aforesaid approach. But they used an additional metallic plate attached to the

plane of symmetry of the DR which was oriented in the orthogonal plane of that

in [82]. In the same paper, the above team put forward the thread for further size
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reduction of the DRA by using a metallic post instead of the metallic plate. The

FDTD analysis of the above design was carried out by Steven G. O’Keefe [86]

additionally demonstrating a higher directivity for the half-volume DRA.

But a revolutionizing low-volume design was presented by Tam at a/. in

1999 using circular and annular sector DRAs [87] where a 75 °/o reduction in

volume is demonstrated. The design used different inner to outer radius ratios,

sector angles and boundary conditions (metallic, open or mixed) for the sector

DRA. A modification of the structure in [85] was used to produce circular

polarisation [88]. Kishk ez‘ a/. exhaustively studied the bandwidth enhancement

property of split-cylinder DRAs numerically and experimentally [89]. Use of

partial vertical and horizontal metallizations on a rectangular DRA has been

proposed to reduce the overall dimensions of the DRA to be used at WLAN

applications [90]. A thorough analysis of a reduced volume rectangular DRA

based on the above principle has been presented [98] using FDTD and

measurements.

For the enhanced miniaturization and a simultaneous increase in

bandwidth, the new DRA trend was introduced by K. Sarabandi at a/. utilising

magneto—dielectric materials having both relative permittivity and permeability

greater than unity [91]. The dimensions of the DR is thus proportional to the

square root of the product of at and pr. Recently, the experimental and theoretical

aspects of a probe fed cylindrical DRA based on a magnetodielectric material have

been studied [92].
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2.7 FDTD ANALYSIS OF DRAs

Tl;

Modeling of DR based structures using the FDTD method has been a

major research area during the past few years. In 1991, Navarro et a/. [93]

theoretically obtained the resonant frequencies of a cylindrical DR enclosed in a

metallic cavity, using FDTD combined with discrete Fourier transform

Kaneda at a/. presented a modified contour-path integral FDTD [94] to analyze a

shielded cylindrical DR, while maintaining the rectangular cells. In [95] Dey er a/.

discuss a conformal FDTD approach for cylindrical DR modeling based on

weighted volume effective dielectric constant. An alternate and easier method was

proposed by Yu er a/. [96] based on a linear average effective dielectric constant

concept. A fast and more accurate computation of resonant properties of

axisymmetric DRs using FDTD was presented by Shi ez‘ a/., by using the Pade'

DFT technique [97].

Much works on the modeling and analysis of DRAS using FDTD are not

available in the literature. In 1994, Shum er al. studied the effect of an air gap

between the DRA and the ground plane on the resonant frequency of a coaxial

fed cylindrical ring DRA using FDTD [98]. The FDTD coordinate system used

was cylindrical (r, Q5 and Z) because of the axial symmetry of the structure. An

absorbing boundary condition (ABC) based on a parabolic interpolation was used

to tenninate the boundary and was placed at distances three times the dimensions

of the DRA. A Gaussian-modulated sinusoidal pulse was used for excitation. The

same team also calculated the resonant frequency of an aperture coupled

rectangular DRA using FDTD [99].
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Later, Esselle [100] obtained the radiation patterns of an aperture coupled

low-profile rectangular DRA using FDTD. Mur’s ABC was used to terminate the

volume. The patterns were obtained by using the equivalence principle over a

fictitious surface enclosing the DRA.

But the fundamental probe fed cylindrical DRA structure of [2] was

analyzed by S. M. Shum at al in 1995 [101] and in detail in 1998 [102]. Since their

DRA is offset-fed, unlike the approach in [98], the rectangular coordinate system

was used with the second order Liao’s ABC at the boundary. Various feed models

like Voltage gap, jenson and Magnetic-frill for the coaxial probe have been

compared. A simple Gaussian pulse excited the system. The equivalent sources

just above the DRA are calculated by using the Goertzel algorithm and the far

fields are computed by using the fundamental integral equations, The effect of

fabrication imperfections of the DRA on its performance has also been simulated.

The effect of ground plane thickness and coupling slot geometries on the

field coupling to a cylindrical DRA has been studied using FDTD by Guo ez‘ a/.

[103]. Four layer perfectly matched layer (PML) ABC has been used. In 2002,

O’Keefe et a/. studied the radiation characteristics of reduced-size DRAs [86]

using FDTD. A four layer PML ABC with parabolic conductivity profile and

Gaussian pulse excitation were used. In the work, they also computed the return

loss, in-field and radiation patterns of HEM118 , TE11s and TEW; modes.

Conformal FDTD was used by Farahat ez‘ al. [104] to analyze a circularly

polarised cross-shaped DRA. It is shown that the conformal mapping offers a 2:1
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advantage over staircase mapping, without compromising accuracy. FDTD was

used to design the dimensions of a rectangular DRA, feed and parasitic elements

for the design of a CP DR.A [88]. Sernouchkina ez‘ a/. presented a detailed analysis

of the modes in a rectangular DRA fed by a microstrip line [I05]. Additionally,

the influence of DR dimensions, feed location and surface metallization on the

modes was also presented. In [I06], Lan et a/. used FDTD to design both the

radiator and feed sections a combination antenna using a rectangular DR_A and an

inverted L-plate. A complemented dispersive boundary condition has been

implemented in order to reduce the computational domain.

In this chapter, a detailed survey of the past works carried out in the field

of dielectric resonator antennas was presented. Various aspects such as bandwidth

enhancement, multi—band operation, circular polarisation, pattern modification

and compact designs for DRAs were discussed. In view of the above, a new DRA

design for wideband conical beam applications is proposed and studied in the

forthcoming chapters.
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CHAPTER 3 DIELECTRIC RESONATOR ANTENNAS

DESIGN, FABRICATION AND CHARACTERISATION

This chapter highlights the general characteristics, fabrication methodology and

characterisation of dielectric resonators to be useful as dielectric resonator antennas. First

part of the chapter is dedicated to various aspects of the DR and the DR antenna design.

Basic measurement facilities used and the measurement details of the important antenna

characteristics — return loss, impedance, radiation pattern,  and radiation efficiency

are explained in the second part.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Dielectric resonators (DRs) emerged as a substitute to resonant metallic

cavities and waveguides in microwave devices like filters, oscillators, and phase

shifters. As for metallic cavities, the resonant frequency of a DR is determined by

its dimensions and also exhibits high Q-factors. But the main difference between

the two is that the wavelength in dielectric materials (non-magnetic) is reduced by

a factor of one over square root of the dielectric constant, at which is much higher

than unity for most materials. Hence the resonator can be made smaller by

choosing a high dielectric constant material. However, the reactive power stored

in a DR during resonance is not strictly confined inside the resonator. The leakage

fields from the resonator can be used for energy coupling, frequency tuning or

radiation purpose. To be useful in practical applications, a DR basically requires a

high dielectric constant (er > 20) for promising size reduction, high Q-factor (Q,1>
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5000), hence a low dielectric loss factor (tan 8~(Qd)—l) for a stable resonance and

a near-zero temperature coefficient of resonant frequency (Tr ~O ppm/°C) for

temperature stability and hence better circuit perfonnance. The implication is

nothing but a drastic reduction in the total cost of the RF system.

3.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF A DIELECTRIC RESONATOR

3.2.1 Dielectric Constant

An important property of a dielectric material is its ability to support an

electric field While dissipating minimal energy in the form of heat. The lower the

dielectric loss (the proportion of energy lost as heat), the more effective a

dielectric material is. Another consideration is the dielectric constant, the extent to

which a substance concentrates the lines of electric flux within.

The net flux density D can be expressed as

D=50E+P (3.1)
where E is the electric field intensity and P is the net polarization given by

P = ea)“/E (3.2)
where X is the electric susceptibility. Now Eq. (3.1) becomes

D = £0 (1 + ;g)E
(3.3)

=ggE

Now we define the relative permittivity as,

8, =1+ 1 (3.4)
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in the complex form,

.9, = 8,’ - je,” (3.5)

In Eq. (3.5), the real part is called the dielectric constant and the ratio fl? = tan5
81'

is called the dissipation or loss tangent of the dielectric.

Hence it is clear that the dielectric properties of a DR are resulted from the

phenomenon called dielectric polarisation that occurs when electromagnetic fields

pass through them. A DR at rest contains randomly oriented permanent electric

dipoles. When an external electric field is applied, the dipoles align themselves in

the direction of the field and the material is said to be polarised. For most

materials P vanishes as E vanishes.

3.2.2 Resonant Mode and Resonant Frequency

The modes of a cylindrical DR, placed on a large ground plane as shown in

Figure 1, can be classified into three distinct types: Transverse Electric (TE),

Transverse Magnetic (TM) and hybrid (HE and EH) [1]. TE with respect to the

Z-axis means that electric field component in Z-direction is zero. In other words,

two components of electric field perpendicular to Z-axis exist in the structure. TM

mode also can be explained in a similar way. These two modes are axisymmetric,

meaning that they have no azimuthal ((15) variation. But the hybrid modes are CD

dependant, which can further be subdivided into hybrid electric  and hybrid

magnetic (EH) modes. In the HE mode, the E2 dominates the Hz and all other

field components are expressed in terms of E2 only. Reverse is applied for the EH
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mode. In general, a mode can be expressed as the mode name subscripted by

three indices n, p and m which respectively represent the field variation along

azimuthal, radial and the axial directions.
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Figure 1: A cylindrical DR over a ground plane at z = O

In electromagnetics, metallic waveguides and resonators are modeled

using perfect electric conductor  wall or electric wall, for which the

tangential component of electric field vanishes or n x E = O, n being the normal to

the conductor surface. Similarly, a cylindrical dielectric resonator is modeled using

the cavity model where the magnetic wall boundary is imposed on the outer

surfaces of the DR, to predict its in-field distribution and the resonant frequency.

According to the magnetic wall condition, n x H = O at all the outer surfaces of

the resonator with normal n, on imposing which we get the axial field components

as

c0s(n<2>)

TM: Eilpm = J” {£:pr]{Sin(nCD)}cos[————-—(2m +1)” z (3.6)a ( ) 2d

X Sin(nd5)
TE: H;“"“ =Jn lr sin|i——--“I2a 2d

cos n(D

n=l,2,3..... p=l,2,3..... m=0,l,2 .... ..
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Other field components can be evaluated by substituting Eq. (3.6) in the

Maxwell’s equations.

The resonant frequency for the TEnpm / TMflpm mode is determined by

solving the separation equation,

2

kg + kg = 8,  (3.7)
and is given by,

c X“P2 lra 2f;1pm = X,2
where Xnp is the root of the characteristic equation J,,(X,,p) I O , X ’np is the root of

J i,,(X imp) = O , Jn is the nth order Bessel function of the first kind and J in is the

first derivative of .]n' Also kt and kg are the radial _and axial wave numbers

respectively. Top view of the field distributions for some modes of a cylindrical

DR are shown in Figure 2

3.2.3 Quality Factor

Quality or Q-factor is a measure of the ability of the DR to store

microwave energy with minimal signal loss. The inherent Q-factor of a DR solely

depends on the loss factor of the dielectric material. But in practical applications,

the resonator is always associated with metallic parts, in the form of shields or

ground planes. In general, the loaded Q-factor of a resonant cavity can be defined

as the ratio of the stored energy to the dissipated power
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Figure 2: Field distributions inside a cylindrical DR

The denominator term, which is the total power dissipation, can occur in

many Ways such as conductor losses (PC), dielectric losses (Pd), radiation losses

(Pr) and/ or losses in the external circuits (Pm).

i.e.; Pd“ = PC + Pd + Pr + Pm (3.10)

Combining equations (3.9) and (3.10), We get

ex

1=l+1+1s+1 (3.11)
QL QC (Dd (Q, (11

where the unloaded Q is given by
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»s~l»s=~s-11+ 1 + 1 (3.12)
Q, QC Q, Q,

Here, 1/Q4 = tan 5 is the loss tangent of the dielectric. However, the

material loss of the dielectric itself can be divided into intrinsic and extrinsic

losses. Intrinsic losses depend on the material composition which causes the

microwave energy to be converted into thermal energy. But the extrinsic losses

result from the microstructural irregularities like porosity, grain boundaries,

impurities etc. Theoretically, the Q-factor linearly decreases with frequency;

therefore usually the product Qf in GHz is specified for DRs.

Another aspect of the Q-factor is that, if a DR of negligible losses is placed

in the unshielded/ open environment, then Q, I Q,’ the radiation Q-factor for the

lower order modes_ For a given excited mode, the Q, depends on the aspect ratio

and the dielectric constant for a cylindrical DR. Then the bandwidth of the DR

over which its voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) conforms to a specified value

S can be expressed as [1]

BW =i><100 % (3.13)
Qufi
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8
3.3 FABRICATION OF THE DIELECTRIC RESONATOR

The DR is fabricated through the mixed oxide or solid state route that

involves the following steps [4]:

(i) \7(/eighing, Mixing and Grinding

(ii) Calcination

(iii) Shaping

(iv) Sintering

(v) Finishing

3.3.1 Weighing, Mixing and Grinding

Here, the preparation of DR sample from the zinc titanate (ZnTiO3)

material is explained as an example.

We start with the chemical equation of the compound ZnTiO3 which is

ZnO + TiO2 —> ZnTiO3 or in terms of atomic weight,

(65.39+15.999) gms of ZnO + (47.67+2*15.999) gms ofTiO2 —>

(65.39+47.67+3*15.999) gms of ZnTiO3

OI

81.389 gms of ZnO + 79.668 gms OfTiO2 ——> 161.057 gms of ZnTiO3 or

Thus 1 gm of ZnTiO3 requires 0.5053 gm of ZnO and 0.4947 gm ofTiO2.

Thus the stochiometric quantities of ZnO and TiO2 required for forming N gms
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of ZnTiO3 as the final product can be calculated easily. The next step is mixing

for eliminating aggregates and/ or reducing the particle size. The weighed powders

of ZnO and TiOg are mixed well with 100-200 °/o of distilled water for about 12

hrs in a ball-mill, which is a motor-driven barrel that rotates on its axis. The barrel

is filled with the ceramic beads made of alumina or silicon carbide that act as the

grinding medium for the powder. The creamy mixer is then dried in an oven at

100°C.

3.3.2 Calcination

Calcination is the final step in the production of high purity ceramic

powder. This process is the endothermic decomposition reaction in which, any

salt such as carbonate or hydroxide decomposes, leaving an oxide as a solid

product liberating a gas. This process causes the interaction of the constituents by

the interdiffusion of their ions and so reduces the extent of the diffusion that

must occur during sintering in order to obtain a homogeneous body. The

calcinations conditions are the important factors deterrnining the shrinkage of the

pellet during the sintering. The surfaces of the container in immediate contact

with the powder must not react with it in order to avoid contamination. The

thermal conductivity of powdered materials is always low, so that a sufficiently

uniform temperature can only be obtained through a depth of a few centimeters

when the period at maximum temperature is 1 or 2 hours in most cases. If

compound formation is to occur during calcinating or firing, the matter of

neighboring particles must inter-diffuse and the time taken to complete the

process is proportional to the square of the particle size. The process will clearly
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be considerably slower if the particles consist of aggregates of crystals. In the

present case, the well mixed powder is taken in an alumina crucible and calcined at

a temperature of 1O()O°C in an electric muffle furnace, for 2 hrs.

3.3.3 Pellet Shaping

The calcined powder is crushed well in an agate mortar (bowl made of

agate, a hard material) to form finer powder and mixed well with 4 °/o of Polyvinyl

alcohol (PVA), an organic binder. l\/fixing with the binder provides sufficient

strength to resist the disintegrating effect of small stress on the shaped pellets

prior to sintering. Dry pressing is carried out in a die with movable top and

bottom punches, made of hardened steel. The free-flowing powder is filled in the

die-cavity, which is cylindrical in shape and the top punch is descended to

compress the powder to a predetermined volume, to a set pressure (75-300 MPa).

The green density of the pellet is not greatly increased by applying pressures

exceeding 74-150 MPa. Highly polished die and punch surfaces ensure reduced

wall friction. Shapes with a uniform section in the pressing direction are the

easiest to produce by dry pressing. The time taken on an automatic pressing

machine varies from 0.2 second for pieces of diameter around 1 mm to 5 seconds

for large complex shapes.

3.3.4 Sintering

Sintering converts the compacted powder in to a denser structure of

crystallites jointed to one another by grain boundaries, at elevated temperatures
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below the melting point of the material. The energetic basis for sintering lies in the

reduction of surface energy by transferring matter from the interior of grains

along the grain boundaries to adjacent pores, which are eventually filled. Usually

the powder compact is heated at fixed sintering temperature, held at this

temperature for the required time and finally cooled at the room temperature.

This is referred to as isothermal sintering. The organic binder is burnt out at the

lower sintering temperatures. In the present case, isothermal sintering of the

pellets, placed on an alumina slab at 1150°C for 5 hours is carried out after which

it is cooled to the room temperature.

3.3.5 Finishing

Tool wear during the pellet shaping and variations in shrinkage during

sintering and drying contribute to 1-2 % variation in the dimensions of the

sintered pellets. For experimental studies, especially in the case of material

characterisation, the surfaces of the pellets need to be as smooth as possible.

Usually it is done by grinding and lapping the dense sample with tools consisting

of silicon carbide, diamond powder etc. Here we use a silicon carbide water roof

paper for finishing the pellets. A photograph of the final DR samples is shown in

Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Photograph of the fabricated l)Rs

3.4 MICROWAVE CHARACTERISATION OF THE DIELECTRRIC

RESONATOR

Dielectric constant (5,), quality factor  and temperature coefficient of

resonant frequency (T5) of the fabricated l)Rs are measured using the microwave

techniques as described below.

3.4.1 Hakki-Coleman Method for Measuring Dielectric Constant

There are numerous conventional methods for measuring the complex

permittivity of materials at microwave frequencies. Depending on the operating

principle, these methods can be classified as (1) methods that depend on the

standing wave field within the dielectric (2) methods that depend on transmitted

waves or waves reflected from the dielectric (3) resonance methods  Cavity

perturbation techniques [5, 6] are suitable for the measurement of materials

available in a small volume but the measurement accuracy is limited to dielectric
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constants less than 10. This is because, the sample volume required will be too

small to be handled, when measuring high dielectric constant materials. For

ceramic samples of higher dielectric constant, Hakki and Coleman method [7]

employing a dielectric post resonator is used.

The measurement setup consists of a cylindrical DR puck sandwiched

between two conducting plates (of infinite extent theoretically) to form a parallel

plate DR. This method restricts most of the stored energy to the dielectric and

allows the experimental configuration to closely approximate the analytical model.

If the distance between the two parallel plates is smaller than one-half wavelength,

then the excited TEQ11 mode will not radiate [8] and the sides of the resonator can

be left open for providing the coaxial coupling probes. The maximum dimensions

of the specimen are set by the diameter of the shorting plates while the minimum

dimensions by the diameter of the coupling probes. The measurement setup is

shown in Figure 4.

CylindricalDR sample ShflftiflgC°11Pli118 platesi Z
V .   .‘...; 1.-.:_;_ 1-_—.,"+71;v~_~r¢-=1~.t'>-r~7:§1':'*»r'\7~ ~. 7; ;.; -  . __ .. .

N!-'*"'='=1=1'<1~?:-r.¢;It=;i"::~:',~.*.=§'1:r.1r>¢; - f 1.c§.*;2;:1c?:1::~71§¢2-71::-:§=:zr*a:>:"a:>#;::=:;_:;<: -~ -=- 4'; _

_  r?:‘i‘t"!,!?‘!i't::9{'ff".?’ i*'-..~;!:_-;-;;:;-.1:-.2 b. 1», . ';;;'*§‘j_-* ‘ '-":4.-.5:1»:'.":.~':.“; . ,jr:'t.:'1".“.:':rJ1"" ',f';II;'i' ‘.1;-6.  e:- -- ' "i . V .  =.- -.*-~* *.

Figure 4: Hakki-Coleman setup for dielectric constant‘ measurement
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Consider a cylindrical DR of length L and imliiis :1 placed in the ab<>\"c

setup. Then the characteristic equation for the 'I'Fi<ipm mmlc of operation is given

l)\'

(Z Z/.'@=_[; 314)./1(a) l\,(,B)

\\'hc.rc ./(,(0i') and J arc the Bessel fu11cri<'11ns of thc first kind oi‘ nrclcrs

7,c1f<> and onc rcspccri\'cl_\=, \vl.1ile K¢-,(‘;~') and /\’1(p') are the 1]1()<_'llfiC(.l Bessel fi1ncli< ms

of flu‘ SL?C(_)I1d kind of <>rdc1's zero and one 1‘cspccti\'cly. .~\l.\:<>n i
_ 542,-Ta or =— — --—

_.':’
/Fl‘?

5iQ gl1 -..\ /
~o

S "fl-—\/. ' -.>.29 I“‘ _ i
!J'\/ ‘ \_/\. ,1

Zrr a i/I11/3};-I,‘ ii/ah» r_1»i/L,  2 L ,

\\-'hcrc in is the axial \\-'a\'c number. '1'l"1us the cliclcctric c..nn.<rant can be obrainccl

f1'<m'1 -(3.15) and (3.16) as _ 1_( \\ _
=1.0+l —"'  . 1+ £1‘ ;3.|'.*;

\\-"hero c I 3x108 m/s, on and I-£1 arc the first roots of the characteristics equation

\\'lI_l1 p -‘— m I 1 corrcspondiiig to tl1c"llF;<_»||n1(>dc.
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3.4.2 Khanna-Garault Method for Measuring the Quality factor

Q-measurement methods are mainly of two types — time domain and

frequency domain. Time domain methods mainly depend on measuring the decay

time constant I of the stored energy in the cavity at frequency J2, and by using the

following relation

Qt = 2111;: (3.18)

Three useful frequency domain techniques are the reflection method, the

reactance method and the transmission method. Transmission method is the

simplest and requires a transmission type cavity as shown in Figure 5.

As shown in the figure, a microstrip transmission line is fabricated on a

dielectric substrate. The DR is coupled magnetically to the transmission line by

placing it nearby it on the substrate. The lateral distance d between the strip and

the centre of the DR determines the coupling coefficient between them. By

properly adjusting d, the TEo1s mode can be excited in the DR. In order to

suppress the radiation losses, the entire structure is covered with a metallic cavity

of dimensions at least 3 times the size of the DR, with a top plate that can be

moved up and down using a tuning screw. The shielding conditions affect the

resonant frequency and the Q of the DR.
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Figure 5: Top view of the Khanna-Garault cavity setup for

Q-factor measurement

The degree of coupling is adjusted such that the transmission loss is of the

order > -30 dB. By bringing the top metal plate close to the DR, the TEo1s

resonant frequency can be observed increasing, indicating that the stored energy in

the cavity is predominantly magnetic. If the stored energy is electric, then a

decrease in the resonant peak is expected. From the transmission coefficient

(|S21|) plot around the resonant frequency, the loaded and unloaded Q-factors

Q1, and Q, respectively can be calculated as illustrated in Figure 6 [10].

In the figure, the parameter x is given by

x=3-10.1@g(1+1o"°"|S"|dB) (3.19)

Now the Q-factor is given by the well-known equation, Q =7§%
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Figure 6: Measurement of Q-factor from the S21 curve

For the measurement of the temperature coefficient of resonant frequency

(If) for a particular mode of the DR, any of the above two cavity arrangements

(Fig. 4 and 5) can be used. In the present study, the Khanna-Garault transmission

cavity, exciting the TE015 mode of the DR is employed. The arrangement is

mounted in a temperature stable furnace with outlets for signal coupling. The

temperature is varied from 29°C to 70°C in steps, and the corresponding resonant

frequencies are noted. Now Tfcan be calculated as given by Eq. (3.20).

If = -L.9f’- 106/ °C or parts per million or ppm/“C (3.20)fOAT

Here  is the TEo1s frequency at room temperature (29°C) and ‘Ajf,’ is the

frequency shift for a temperature gradient of ‘AT’. The value of Tr can either be
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positive or negative depending on whether the frequency is increasing or

decreasing respectively with the rise in temperature.

3.5 EVOLUTION OF DIELECTRIC RESONATOR AS A RADIATOR

Dielectric resonators were initially used in filters, oscillators and phase

shifters, by virtue of their high Q-factor, where the energy lost is negligible

compared to the energy stored. When used as an antenna, the DR is designed for

a low Q-factor, so that the energy lost through radiation is much higher than the

energy stored. This is achieved by the proper selection of dielectric constant,

geometry and feeding method for the DR placed in an open or unshielded

environment. The first antenna using a cylindrical DR was successfully devised by

SA. Long er a/. in 1983 [11], exciting the low-Q TM110 mode of the DR using a

coaxial probe. The antenna was then named as a dielectric cavity antenna which

was later trans formed into the most popular name die/ecfric resonator antenna (DRA).

Since the DR is fully dielectric, no threat of ohmic loss and this results in higher

radiation efficiency when used as antenna. Since they are 3-D devices, when the

frequency of operation is halved, the antenna becomes eight times bulkier. This

puts a limit to the application of bare-DRs at frequencies below L-band, where

DR loaded patch antennas are being used as a compromise.

Merits of DRAs [26]

-3' A wide variety of geometries can be used allowing design flexibility

#5‘ High radiation efficiency
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'5 Compatibility with numerous existing feeding mechanisms

@ Good control over size and impedance bandwidth is achievable by

using wide range of dielectric constants (10-100)

*5‘ A given geometry can support different radiation patterns based on

the excitation

J" Resistance to tolerance errors and proximity detuning

3.6 DIELECTRIC RESONATOR GEOMETRIES

To be useful in practical antenna designs, the geometry selection of the DR

is very important. Cylindrical and hemispherical DRAs are well-known for their

mechanical simplicity and easy analysis. Hemispherical geometry also offers the

advantage of simple interface between the dielectric and the air, compared to

other geometries [13]. Also there is only one design parameter (the diameter) for

the aforesaid geometry. But they exhibit mode degeneracy which can increase the

cross-polarisation levels of an antenna. This problem can be avoided in a

rectangular DR by properly choosing its three dimensions. Also any of the two

aspect ratios can be chosen independently for a given frequency of operation [12]

of a rectangular DR. Several other geometries such as ring, triangular, split

cylinder, cross, conical, elliptical, hexagonal etc. have also been evolved. For a

cylindrical-ring DR, the radiation Q-factor is lower than that of corresponding

cylindrical DR for certain modes, facilitating more bandwidth [1, 25]. Triangular

DR [14] has an advantage over the circular and rectangular ones in that it is

smallest in size when the DRs have the same dielectric constant, thickness, and
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operating frequency [15]. Reduced volume DR designs in the shape of split

cylinder are also available [16, 17] which considerably allows low-profile, low

volume antenna applications.

Cylindrical Rectangular Hemispherical Cylindrical ring

_ _ _ ConicalTriangular Split cylinder

_ _ EllipticalF hpped-stair Cross

Cylindrical-comb Hexagonal

Figure 7: DR geometries used as antennas
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Geometries like conical [18], stair [19], stacked triangular [20] etc.

emerged for dual-band or wideband applications while those like cross [25],

elliptical [21], hexagonal [22], cylindrical-comb [23] etc. came out for circular

polarisation applications. Figure 7 shows the DR geometries explained so far.

3.7 MICROWAVE POWER COUPLING TECHNIQUES

Microwave power is coupled to the DR through the feed. The feed

geometry and its relative position determine the type and strength of the mode

excited in the DR, on which the radiation pattern relies. Numerous feeding

techniques are available in the literature [26—37]. Some of the commonly used

techniques are discussed below

3.7.1 Coaxial Probe

This is the simplest means for coupling energy to a DR. As shown in

Figure 8(a), the DR is placed on a conducting ground plane and the central

conductor of a coaxial connector extends from the bottom to the top plane to

make contact with the DR. The outer conductor of the connector makes contact

with the ground plane. The probe can be placed either touching the periphery of

the DR or inside a hole drilled on the bottom face of the DR [26]. Amount of

coupling can be controlled by varying the probe position and/ or length with

respect to the DR.

When the probe is at or near the periphery of the cylinder, the broadside

HEMW; mode is excited while when the probe is inserted at the centre, the
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Metallic plane DR _ Dielectric substrate
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(e) Waveguide probe fed DRA

Figure 8: Microwave power coupling techniques

monopole -mode TM01s is excited. However this kind of coupling requires drilling

a hole through the DR especially when its dielectric constant is low, which is very

difficult in practice. Any direct radiation from the probe can increase the cross

polarisation in the H-plane of the DRA [12]. Also the probe introduces ohmic
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loss and self-reactance at higher frequencies [13]. In addition, the air gap between

the probe and the DR can prominently affect the DRA performance [24].

3.7.2 Microstrip Transmission Line

This kind of feed, which is compatible with microwave integrated circuits

(MICs) couples energy magnetically to the DR. A metallic strip of definite width is

etched on one side of a low loss dielectric substrate of known permittivity and

thickness, the other side of which is metalised. Advantages of microstrip feed

include easier fabrication, matching and analysis. Also these lines allow simple

transition to/ from coaxial circuits. The feed is shown in Figure

Energy coupling and hence and the input impedance of the DRA is set by

the relative position between the DR and the strip [27, 28]. Such a feed is shown

to be more convenient with DRA arrays [29]. One disadvantage of the microstrip

feed is that at higher frequencies, surface wave modes are also excited in the

substrate which adversely affect the radiation pattern and efficiency of the DRA

[1]

3.7.3 Slot or Aperture Feed

In slot-fed DRA, shown in Figure 8(c), a narrow slot is formed on the

ground plane of the previous structure (Figure 8(b)), through which energy is

coupled to the DR. The slot acts as a magnetic current element perpendicular to

the microstrip. The magnetic coupling through the slot avoids the drawbacks of

the probe coupling [13]. This also has the advantage of isolating the radiator from
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the feed as well as blocking the spurious radiations from the strip [30]. Also slot

coupling provides low cross-polarisation level since both the slot and the DR

radiate like horizontal magnetic dipoles [12].

Length of the microstrip stub that extends beyond the slot can be used to

cancel the reactance of the slot, thus allowing good impedance matching. Also this

feed is well-suited in monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs). But at

lower frequencies, the size of the slot becomes large so that such coupling is

advised at higher frequencies [31].

3.7.4 Co-planar Feed

Here, both the feed and the ground plane are etched on the same side of a

substrate [32, 33]. Figure 8(d) shows the details of a co-planar slot fed DRA. This

kind of feed has been found the most suitable for MMlCs, arrays, circularly

polarised antennas, dual-frequency structures, wide-band structures, and active

antennas [33]. Impedance matching is set by the geometry and the dimensions of

the slot.

3.7.5 Waveguide Feed

The primary advantage of a waveguide is that it is extremely less lossy in

the millimeter wave and higher frequencies. Since the wave is completely guided

within the metallic structure, there is no threat of radiation loss when used as a

feed line. As both the waveguide and DR are very low-loss, they form an excellent
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combination for low-loss millimeter wave communication systems [34, 35].

Coupling to the DR can be achieved through a probe [36] or a slot [37]. A

waveguide probe fed DRA is shown in Figure 8(e).

3.8 APPLICATIONS OF DRs

Based on the above discussions, the key features of DRs which make them

essential components in various microwave and millimeter wave systems [38] like

satellite antenna, multi-channel microwave communications systems, radar

systems, mobile phone systems, measuring equipments etc. are:

o High-purity, high-density ceramics minimise loss

o l-Iigh dielectric constant makes possible the miniaturisation of

components

o Temperature-compensated dielectric constant enables stable

resonance

O A variety of shapes and coupling schemes are available for

custom application requirements

These features enable DRs to be used as part of MIC/MMIC structures,

forming high performance and highly stable oscillators, )filtCIIS, duplexers,

frequency discriminators etc. [39—42]. Recently, the application of DR as a

loading element to the patch antennas and/ or as a pure radiator [43] has received

much attention. In addition, hollow DRs are used in active antenna applications

simultaneously as the radiator and as the packaging cover, hence serving a dual
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function [44], and when also used as an oscillator load, it serves a tri-function

[45]. Simultaneous use of a single cylindrical DR as an antenna as Well as a filter

has been recently reported [46]. Apart from antenna application, DR arrays are

used as part of spatial millimeter wave power combining system [47]. DRs are

also being used for material characterisation, by coating the DR with the material

in the form of thin film [48], nanotubes or nanowires [49].

3.9 MEASUREMENT SETUP

Measurements of the characteristics of the DR and the radiation properties

of the DRAS are carried out in the Center for Rexearc/9 in E/ecfr0n2a,gnez‘z'v.v and Antenna;

(CREMA), Department of Electronics, Cochin University of Science And

Technology.

The basic measurement setup comprises of

' Network Analyser Unit

' Automated Antenna Positioner

" Standard Antenna

I Device—Under-Test (DUT)

When measuring DUTs like cavities, only the network analyser unit is used,

but for antenna measurement, all the above four units are used.
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3.9.1 Network Analyser Unit

Network analyser is a sophisticated instrument, generally used to measure

the reflection and transmission of signals associated with an electrical network,

especially at higher frequencies. The HP 8510C, a fully integrated vector network

analyser (V NA) system, is used in the present study. It measures the magnitude

and phase characteristics of electronic networks and components such as filters,

amplifiers, attenuators and antennas. The instrument has four inputs, two

independent measurement channels, and an internal microcomputer to automate

measurements, conduct data processing, display results, and manage data input

output operations. The dedicated system bus provides fast digital communication

between individual system instruments, allowing the network analyser to fully use

the source and test set capabilities.
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Figure 9: HP 8510C network analyser system
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The minimum configuration [50] consists of a source, a test set, and the

network analyser. Figure 9 shows the basic system with three major instruments.

The source uses an HP 83651.B synthesised sweep oscillator to provide the

RF signal. It combines the high performance and accuracy of a synthesised source

with the speed and versatility of a sweep oscillator. The sweep oscillator uses an

open-loop YIG (Yttrium Iron Garnet) - tuned source. It provides broadband

frequency coverage (10 MHz to 50 GI-lz) with a precise frequency resolution of 1

Hz.

The test set HP 8517 B separates the signal produced by the source into an

incident signal, sent to the DUT, and a reference signal against which the

transmitted and reflected signals are later compared. The test set also routes the

transmitted and reflected signals from the DUT to the receiver (IF / detector). It

operates over the 45 MHZ to 20 GHZ range. Also two 90 dB step attenuators,

which allow control of the port 1 and port 2 signal levels, are also built in the

analyser.

The network analyser includes the HP 85101 display/ processor and the

85102 IF / detector. The detector, together with the display/ processor, processes

the signals. Using its integral microprocessor, it performs accuracy enhancement

and displays the results in a variety of formats.

The analyser uses a 32-bit Motorola 68000 microprocessor equipped with 1

MB of RAM, and 512 KB of EEPROM. A firmware operating system is stored
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permanently in the ROM and then loaded into RAM each time power is applied.

Peripheral devices such as a controller PC, printer, plotter, and disc drive can be

interfaced with the analyser via GPIB ports.

In a typical measurement [51], the signal source is swept from the lower

measurement frequency to the higher measurement frequency using a linear ramp

controlled by the 8510. Ramp sweep offers the fastest update of the measurement

display. In step-sweep mode, the source is phase-locked at each discrete

measurement frequency controlled by the 851.0. At the first frequency conversion

stage, signal separation components in the test set apply a portion of the incident

signal and the responses from the DUT to the first stage. Digital communication

between the receiver and the test set pre-tunes the 65 MHZ to 300 MHZ voltage

tuned local oscillator (VTO) so that one of its harmonics mixes with the stimulus

to produce a 1st IF frequency close to 20 MHZ. Fine tuning is accomplished by

comparing the IF frequency with the internal 20 MHZ crystal reference and

sweeping the local oscillator to track the stimulus frequency. When the local

oscillator reaches its upper frequency limit, the sweep is stopped, the local

oscillator is tuned again, phase lock is reestablished, and the sweep is continued.

Since the first local oscillator frequency is selected algorithmically from a known

stimulus frequency, the measurement is free of harmonic skip.

The second frequency conversion produces an IF frequency of 100 KHZ

for application to the detection and data processing elements of the receiver.

Because the frequency conversions are phase-coherent and the IF signal paths are

carefully matched, magnitude and phase relationships between the input signals
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are maintained throughout the frequency conversion and detection stages.

Automatic, fully calibrated, auto-ranging IF gain steps maintain the IF signal at

optimum levels for detection over a wide dynamic range.

3.9.2 Automated Antenna Positioner

This assembly is used for the far-field measurement of the antenna—under

test (AUT). It consists of a stepper motor with gear system for rotating a circular

platform over 3600 on which the AUT is attached. The height of the platform can

be adjusted vertically for aligning the axis of the AUT with that of the standard

antenna. The platfomi can be rotated to any desired angle by using the controller

S3lOC, built by the _Y0pl1z'.>'tz'cated Text and Inttrzm2em‘atz'zm Center, Cochin University of

Science And Technology. The angular position can be precisely controlled either

manually or by a MATLAB® program stored in the PC, interfaced with both the

analyser and the controller.

3.9.3 Standard Antenna

The DRI-I-0118 broadband double-ridged horn antenna is used as the

standard (STD) antenna that is shown in Figure 10. It is linearly polarised and

operates over a frequency range of 1 to 18 GHZ. These antennas have high gain,

bandwidth, and power handling characteristics. They have low dispersion when

used with short—pulse signals. The coaxial input to the antenna is easily adaptable

to many modern network analysers. The antenna is fabricated from aluminium

alloys and RT/duroid and all supporting hardwares are non-corroding for reliable
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operation and long term durability in both indoor and outdoor applications. A

universal mounting bracket is supplied which allows the antenna to be positioned

axially in 22.5 degree increments for polarisation-sensitive measurements. The

mounting bracket also has provisions for tripod attachment with a standard 1/4-—

20 UNC threaded fitting.

Figure 10: Photograph of the double ridged horn antenna

3.9.4 Antenna under Test

The AUT is the antenna designed using the fabricated DR. The fabrication

process has been explained in section (3.3). A few DR samples are fabricated and

characterised. For the antenna study, three different DRs of dielectric constant 51',

diameter 2a and height d are used. Two of them are made of zinc titanate

(ZnTiO3) and the third is of titanium dioxide (TiO2). The DR specifications are

given in Table 1. Measured results show that titanium based compounds are

having poor 1;. But, when the easy availability and low cost of the titanates are

taken into account, these are utilised in the present work.
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Table 1: DRs used For AUT

‘ 17 __~__[ _ _ -- .. ~' -' 7—' ._. ' ._._ _.
1H . 1 . Density Dielectric Temp. coeffi

DR ii Déznrifltzr p Z83)’: (mass/volume), constant, Qqfactor of res. freq4 ’  4’/em’ w 8-  - - - Twp!“/00= 4 6558 atDR-1 24 1.3 4.69 20.8 -47.9
3.94GHz Hi.  _ ‘__ _ _. ___ __ It ;DR-2 27.3 8.4  4.56 ” ” i ” 3.l .

1   2.45 GHZI . i 3100 atDR-3 4 24 7.8 l 3.84 88.68 +455.4

The DRA is fed by a 5O Q microstrip transmission line of width (W) 3 mm

and length 50 mm fabricated on one side of a 1.6 mm thick (h) microwave

substrate of dielectric constant er = 4, size 115 mm x 115 mm and having a copper

cladding on the opposite side. The design equations for the feed are given as Eq.

(3.21) and (3.22) where an effective dielectric constant (seq) is used instead of the

absolute value in the equation for the characteristic impedance (Z0 = 50  The

merits of using microstrip feed are well-known, where fine adjustment of

impedance matching between the feed and the DR can be easily achieved by

adjusting the DR position relative to the feed.

I_iiii'—_"""l

I l?....lr—”" §l\Jegg =~
t___2__.__.

__ 2
eefl. = ‘€'£'l+5r21  +O.04(1-3%] , if -E-<1

(3.21)

= 6’;-1 + 8‘; — , otherwise
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_6° 1) ~ZZ0-J8-eff-In W 4h ,1fh<11207; 1 . (3-22)— otherwise
~/gm (%+1.393+0_677/nhi+1444]) ’

/—\
OO

i=

Cylindrical, DR
50 Q microstrip

feed\ / Substrate

connector

Figure 11: Narrow band-broadside mode DRA

Vertical \
strip feed

Figure 12: Wideband-conical mode DRA

Photographs of the DRAs under test are shown in Figures 11 and 12.

Figure 11 shows the fundamental DRA geometry that yields a narrow bandwidth

and broadside radiation pattern. The above geometry is modified into that shown
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in Figure 12 for a wide bandwidth and conical radiation pattern. Further details of

the design are presented in Chapter 4.

As explained in section (32.3), the impedance bandwidth of a DRA is

inversely proportional to its unloaded Q-factor (Qu) which in turn is directly

related to the radiation Q-factor (Qr), provided the conductor and dielectric losses

are negligible compared to the radiated power. The stored energy is directly

proportional to the volume of the DR while the radiated power depends on its

surface area in a similar way. In that case we can write [1],

260 E DR Volume=__L_* P_ _~   333
Q’ R, QC (8') (DR Surface Area] ( )

where p =1.5 for magnetic dipole like modes

= 2.5 for electric dipole like modes

where wo is the resonant angular frequency, ES is the peak stored energy and P, is

the radiated power. For a cylindrical DRA of a given volume, the arrangement

shown in Figure 11 allows the top and side walls of the cylinder to radiate freely

but the radiation from the bottom wall, lying on the substrate is restricted by the

ground plane. If the bottom wall of the cylinder is also allowed to radiate as

shown in Figure 12, the Q, can be considerably reduced as per Eq. (3.23) to

accomplish a wideband operation.
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3.10 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

Measurement setup is similar to that in Figure 9, except for the DUT,

which is substituted by a transmission cavity for DR characterisation or by the

AUT connected at one port and the standard antenna at the other port for

antenna characterisation. The arrangement for antenna measurement is shown in

Figure 1.3. The analyser is interfaced to a computer that runs a MATLAB® based

software to measure the antenna parameters.

S d dLow loss h tan ar. om antenna
coaxial cable AUT \

t- "®Polarization

~ .:

$1"Q‘.

OO.0

.. .. ,,. .. - <-¢-.‘ »!.!".<~ 00 < n-( <‘ Q O1)-,. <  positioner
O

QU. Q
O

I

Qi - . . . , , , _ , . . - - - - - - - - - - - - --- d - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----pTo Port 1 ofS_pa-lrameter g g g g__ _  .';>test set  i s Automated To Port 2 of8 antenna '—"'s_ _ _ _ S-parameter
Rotating  Fixed ‘[6811 Set
platform platform i

Figure 13: Arrangement for antenna measurement

3.10.1 Impedance and VSWR

These are the most important parameters as far as an antenna is concerned.

Impedance of the antenna is a measure of the efficiency with which it acts as a
85
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transducer between the source and the propagating meditun. The impedance is a

complex quantity with a real part, called the antenna resistance and the imaginary

part, called the antenna reactance. When there is an impedance mismatch between

the antenna and the source line, a part of the incident energy is reflected back to

the source. The ratio of the reflected voltage (or current) to the incident voltage

(or current) is termed as the input reflection coefficient  The magnitude |F | ,

when expressed in dB, it is called the return loss (I S11 |) of the antenna.

|S11 | =2O.hg10  F  (3.24)

The level of mismatch is also defined in terms of the voltage standing wave

ratio (ll/SWR) defined as the ratio of the voltage maximum to minimum of the

standing wave existing on the antenna input terminal.

VSWR= Vt" =(1+|F|-) (3.25)V l I)<1- P

Once the AUT is connected to port 1, the frequency range is selected from

the rzimu/ur menu on the front panel of the analyser. The reflection mode is

selected from the parameter menu. The display then gives the return loss of the

AUT as a function of the frequency. By using markers, the resonant frequency,

bandwidth etc. can be calculated. Usually the bandwidth is measured between the

2:1 VSWR or -10 dB |S11| points of the plot. From the format menu, phase of

S11, VSWR, real and imaginary parts of the input impedance etc. can also be

plotted.
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3.10.2 Radiation Pattern

Radiation pattern of an antenna is the graphical representation of its

radiation properties as a function of the space co-ordinates, which implies a three

dimensional pattern. Because of the limits set by a practical measurement setup

for measuring the 3-D pattern, usually two principal plane patterns are specified

for antennas radiating in the broadside and three patterns for those with omni

directional patterns. Generally, far-field patterns are specified for an antenna

where the pattern is measured at a distance, d > 2D2/7t, where D is the largest

dimension of the antenna and I. is the operating wavelength.

As shown in Figure 13, the AUT is connected to port 1 and the STD

antenna is connected to port 2 of the analyser. The height and polarisation of both

antennas are then aligned for maximum transmission  S21 I) between them. The

frequency range over which |S11|< -10 dB is selected using the parameter menu.

Now t/Jru calibration of the analyser is selected from the calibrate menu. This

calibrates the |Sz1| data to 0 dB for every frequency point in the band. In order to

suppress the spurious reflections from the nearby objects, the time domain <gatz'n<g

facility of the analyser is used. The gate span is selected according to the largest

dimension of the radiator.

The positioner is now set to /Jame, which automatically sets the current

angular position of the antenna as 0°. The computer software now invokes the

radiation pattern routine and reads the normallised |S21| data for the specified

frequency band, as a function of the angular position of the AUT.
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3.10.3 Antenna Gain

Gain is the logarithm of the ratio of the intensity of an antenna’s radiation

pattern in the direction of strongest radiation to that of a reference antenna, when

both antennas are fed with the same input power. If the reference antenna is

isotropic, the gain is often expressed in units of dBi. The gain of an antenna is a

passive phenomenon — power is not added by the antenna, but simply

redistributed to provide more radiated power in a certain direction than would be

transmitted by an isotropic antenna. In this thesis, the gain transfer method is

used to calculate the absolute gain of the AUT. The experimental setup for gain

measurement is the same as that for radiation pattern mesurement. Here, an

antenna of known gain Gffif (dBi) is used as the reference antenna. Initially, the

AUT for the pattern measurement setup is replaced by the refernce antenna. It is

then positioned for maximum radiation in the direction of the STD antenna and

the transmission coefficient O1‘|S21|1-cf (dB) is displayed on the analyser. A tbm

calibration is performed and the data is stored in the cal yet. This is the reference

gain for the AUT. Now the reference antenna is replacd with the AUT and the

transmission coefficient or [S21 lAUT (dB) is recorded, which gives the relative gain.

The absolute gain can thenibe calculated as

G (dBi) =Gmt(dBi)+ | S21 IAUT (3.26)

as
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3.10.4 Radiation Efficiency

Radiation efficiency of an antenna quantifies the resistive loss of the

antenna in terms of the proportion of power radiated versus the power fed to the

antenna.

s’-“U 5°Q.

Radiation Efficiency, 11 = ~ = P Pjjdp W = Rs Rifle (3.27)rad loss rad loss

Where Prgd = power radiated (W)

P,-,, = power fed to antenna (W/)

P/0,, = power lost by the antenna (W)

R/‘ad = radiation resistance of the antenna (Q)

R10,,=loss resistance of the antenna (Q)

For physically small antennas, the Wheeler cap method [52] is highly

preferred for measufing the radiation efficiency. According to this method, if a

radiation shield is placed around the antenna so as to enclose its near fields as

illustrated in Figure 14, the radiation resistance of the antenna is reduced to zero

while the loss resistance and the stored energy remain the same as for the

unshielded antenna [53]. When covering the antenna with a metal cap, the

radiation is suppressed and the input power (proportional to the input resistance)

is equal to the power loss (proportional to the loss resistance). Without the cap,

the input power is equal to the radiated power plus the power loss (input
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resistance + loss resistance). The radiation efficiency of the antenna can be

obtained from these two parameters as in Eq. (3.27).

Another approach to the \X/heeler cap measurement is by measuring the Q

factor of the antenna using the formula given below.

P ad Q11 — ' -1--°- (3.28)
Rad + Boss Qloss

where QO=total Q-factor

Q10“: dissipation Q-factor

Metallic cap

ic plate

Figure 14: Wheeler cap method for measuring radiation efficiency
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The Q-factor can be related to the -10 dB bandwidth as,

Q = % ><100% (3.29)
The bandwidth, .BlVis expressed as the ratio of the frequency bandwidth

over which T/SWR is below a specific value S (usually 2), to the centre frequency.

Thus, without the cap, the measured bandwidth corresponds to the Q0. When the

cap is placed, the radiation is suppressed and the measured bandwidth represents

Q/0“. The size and shape of the cap is not critical in the above method. But the

centering of the cap with respect to the radiator and good electrical contact

between the cap and the antenna ground plane are very important [51].

CONCLUSION

The fabrication process of dielectric resonators, their general characteristics

and microwave characterisation were discussed in this chapter. A detailed account

of the measurement facilities used, the proposed antenna design and the

measurement procedure of important antenna properties were also described.
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In this chapter, design and analysis of a wideband antenna using the fabricated

cylindrical dielectric resonator (DR) are discussed, with the support of simulated and

measured results. Starting with the fundamental broadside operation of a cylindrical

dielectric resonator antenna (DRA), a step-by-step development of the proposed

wideband antenna, using a low radiation Q-factor design is presented. Computer aided

high frequency structure simulator, Ansoft HFSSTM [1] is used for modeling and

simulating the antenna. Antenna characteristics such as the return loss, impedance,

radiation pattern, gain and radiation efficiency are measured with the help of HP 8510C

vector network analyser.

4.1 BROADSIDE MODE OPERATION OF A CYLINDRICAL DRA

The antenna study is starred with the cylindrical DR, DR-1 of dielectric

constant, std = 20.8, unloaded quality factor, Qt. I 6558 at 3.94 GI-I2, diameter, 2a

= 24 mm or 0.24 X0 and thickness, d = 7.3 mm or 0.073 X0, X0 being the free space

wave length corresponding to the fundamental mode frequency, f I 3.03 GI—Iz of

the DRA.

The antenna structure used for broadside radiation operation [2, 3] of a

cylindrical DR is shown in Figure 1. A 50 Q microstrip line, having a width = 3.3

mm and length I 50 mm fabricated on a 1.6 mm thick microwave substrate of

dielectric constant $1.5 =- 4 and size 115 mm x 115 mm, feeds the DRA. This

structure will operate on the fundamental broadside mode which is I-lEM11s (also
99
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known as TMIIO [4]) for a cylindrical DR. This mode is very attractive in terms of

its lowest-Q factor compared to other modes of a cylindrical DR [5]. Impedance

matching between the feed and the DR can be easily achieved by adjusting the DR

position relative to the microstrip.

Cylindrical DR (std) l\4i¢r0StfipliI1@

d_$‘ /W K4Q1 II’ I I Z' .' 1,’' 20 -’
5,- D, a 3 of 3 T 7  Q Ti?/‘ Y

Substrate (em)
(with bottom ground plane)

Figure 1: Broadside radiation operation of the cylindrical DR

4.2 RESULTS

Measured and simulated return loss (|S11 |) of the DRA as a function of

frequency is shown in Figure 2, for an offset distance of 1 = 6 mm that

corresponds to the maximum impedance matching. The DRA resonates at 3.03

GHZ with a --10 dB bandwidth ranging from 2.92 to 3.144 GI-Iz or 7.38 °/o. This

high bandwidth is the result of the low radiation Q~factor of the excited mode.

The input impedance measured is 49—'j 4 Q. at 3.03 GHZ. Simulated resonance

occurs at 3.09 GHZ with a bandwidth of 4.28 %. The mismatch between the

measured and simulated results is attributed to the ideal modeling of antenna
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elements in I~Il"‘SS'““, whore the diclcc.t1"ics and conductors arc IISSLIITICLI to be

pcifcct.

In the literature [6], accurate closed form formulae for the frequencies of

the 1'c.\‘t>11:1n[ modes of :1 cylindrical] DR arc available. For the l"l'I"',1\I;|,~; mode, the

rcs<mz1nt f1'cqi.1c11cy is givcn by. - Z6.3240 u u
1,1 = e——-—i<1.27+0.“@—+n.<>2i—] (4.1)' 27T('l,/<‘;‘[_d + 2L 3 20' \ Zd ]

whcrc c is the \'cl<__>ciq-' of light in Free space. The formula yields :1 frcqueiicy of

3.("'l5 CH2 which is in agrcL‘1n(%1"1t\\*ith the measured \-'z1luc.

O .=,, -....  _ . t-i 4 04 '\\ ______...---"""'_'__'i\ //\

s(dReturn Los B)
E2_ .. .-I

__ ‘\\

-20- =U
it —— Measured i

—--—— Simu|ated(HFSS) U-30 : 1—~ -"" ‘:- ‘T "'"fi2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
Frequency (GHz)

l'igurc 2: 1\Icz1surcd rctum loss of the cyLindric:-11 DRA
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1\le:1su1'e.d fur-Ftcld radiation patterns in the m-'0 principal planes, natnely

X7, and YZ-planes of the antenna, at .’>.()3 Gllz are sh0\\-'11 in Figure 3. Patterns

are broadside, similrmr to that of a l1<'>ri2<..mtal magnetic dipole, with borcsighr cross

pc)l21risati011 levels of -22.61 dB and -16.34 dB in the XX and )'X- planes

respecti\'eh'. .\ls<> the horesight Fr<>11t-t<>-hack lobe rzltios are ~Z1.18 dB and -25

dB in the XX and YX-planes respectively and 21 gain of 5.71 dBi is 1ne;1su1'ed at the

1'es0nm1t f'reqt1e11c_\" of 3.03 GHZ.
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Pigtlre 3: Measured radiation pattern of the cylindrical DR.--\

In the f<>1lu\\'ing section, the broadside design shown above is tr21nsF<_>r1ncd

into 21 wideband, conical beam design.
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4.3 LOW Q, / WIDE BAND DESIGN: DESIGN 1

The schematic diagram of the cylindrical DRA for achieving a low

radiation Q  is shown in Figure 4. The dimensions are as given in the previous

section. The new parameter introduced here is a vertical branch of height h on

which the microstrip line is terminated. The DRA is oriented with its axis along

the Y-direction and a vertical branch, which is cut from a conducting tape, is

attached to the DRA surface and is connected electrically to the tip of the feed

line as shown in the figure.

By adjusting the parameter h, good impedance matching can be obtained in

the same way as that for a broadside mode DRA. This particular design will be

termed as design 1 in all the following sections.

it2Vertical strip *S e s 4
Y

Figure 4: Wideband design of the cylindrical DRA

4.4 RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the measured return loss of the DRA design 1, for various

values of h from 5 to 13 mm. It is clear that the impedance matching is very
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sensitive to the parameter h. For h = 9 mm, a maximum impedance bandwidth of

1120 MHZ or 35.94 % from 2.556 to 3.676 GHZ is observed. Bandwidth in

percentage is calculated with respect to the centre frequency of the -10 dB band,

which is 3.116 GHZ. A minimum return loss of -42 dB is obtained at 3.2 GI—Iz.

The wideband effect of design 1 is verified by simulation and the results

are shown in Figure 6. Simulated resonant frequency is 3.23 GI-I2 and bandwidth

is 1150 MHZ or 36.45 °/o (2.58 to 3.73 GI-lz) which are in good conformity with

the measured values.

0  a  7  =
1
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‘Q  7'“ \I */' ~__._ ’-* §_|l "ii
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4% il 0I 0
1i

-20 -1

oss dReturn L
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-30
i —-—'—'— h=5mm

_40 n — "*'* —" 7 mm U——---~— 9 mm H———— —— ll mm 1.......... .. 13 mm ;\-50 + M I —~~e ~~1 | e  fl2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
Frequency(GHz)

Figure 5: Measured return loss of the DRA for various strip heights (h)
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Figure 6: Measured and simulated return loss of DRA, for h = 9 mm
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EX erimgiztql Anal
Measured and simulated input impedances of the DRA shown in Figure 7,

justify good and steady matching over the band. The radiation patterns of the

DRA are measured at 3.2 GHZ and are shown in Figure 8.

XZ-plane
901 20 ' 60'\ i Q I’

150  M    \ , so
/

, ._ ~. ‘\210 \\ W/\  // 330' \ 7-0..-_. — __ __-‘. »
_.—-1-— Co»poIar
' ——— Cross-polar '240-“  300

270

YZ-plane
so120 ' so

, \/ ,150      so. \ ,

.-hi

Q

!§ - . n I
210 V \*‘\\  /   _/ t 330_ : '1. -\ 3 ,- 

\

-—-—— Co-polar
——— Cross-polar '24 ‘  300

210

Figure 8: Measured 2-D radiation patterns of the DRA at 3._2 GI-I2,

for h I 9 mm
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As evident from the patterns, the XZ-plane pattern is symmetric and

conical in nature with a null of -24.71 dB occurring at the boresight or zenith (6

= 90°) and the maximum radiation at £9 = 145°. The cross-polarisation is -12.42

dB in the direction of maximum radiation and -4.92 dB in the boresight. This

high cross-polarisation in the boresight is due to the vertical strip, that may radiate

as a monopole antenna in the siinilar way as for a probe coupled DRA. On the

other hand, the YZ-plane pattern shows an asymmetry with a boresight null of

--10.12 dB and the maximum radiation at 150°. The asymmetry is due to the

effect of the coaxial cable and the connector, attached to the feed end of the

DRA. The cross-polar level is around -10 dB in the boresight as well as in the

peak radiation directions.

Stability of the radiation pattern over the impedance band is further

studied by comparing the patterns at different frequencies in the band. The co

polar patterns for three different frequencies viz. 2.6, 3.2 and 3.6 GHZ in the band

are shown in Figure 9. Cross-polar patterns are simply excluded for better

differentiation of the individual plots. It is clear that the symmetry and conical

nature of the XZ-plane patterns are preserved in the matching band, but the

pattern distortion in the YZ-plane becomes worse as moved from the lower end

to the higher end of the band. This is because, the disturbance caused by the cable

and the connector on the radiation increases with the frequency.

Simulated 3-D gain patterns are shown in Figure 10, which clearly show

the pattern distortion or squint in the band. Measured gain is 2.98 dBi at the
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resonant frequency of 3.2 GHZ, while the peak value in the band is 4.34 dBi

measured at 3.48 GI-lz.
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different frequencies in the band, for Y1 = 9 mm
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Chapter 4
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Figure 10: Simulated 3-D gain patterns of the DRA

As obvious from Figure 5, the wideband performance depends only on the

parameter h. Also a change in the center frequency of the operating band requires

a change in the DR properties. Thus design 1, though simple and easy to

implement, lacks in some free and flexible means for tuning the operating band

over a considerable range.

Incorporation of metallic sections on the feed as tuning stubs has been

shown to be a potential means for tuning the impedance matching [7] of DRAs.

In the present context, instead of fabricating additional metallic elements on the

feed, a new approach is used to modify the design 1, wherein the vertical feed

position is displaced backward from the strip end in order to add a microstrip stub

of length L to the design. As will be shown, the combination of the feed height h
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and stub length L effectively helps to tune the impedance matching as well as the

operating band.

4.5 MODIFIED DESIGN WITH A HORIZONTAL STUB: DESIGN 2

The design shown in Figure 4 is modified by displacing the DRA and the

vertical feed on the microstrip, thereby introducing a horizontal stub of length L

in the design as shown in Figure 11.

/ ’ 1’, ZI L I
_ t t We to ;

Y

Figure 11: Modified wideband DRA design

4.6 RESULTS

Plots of the measured return loss of the DRA for various strip heights (h)

and stub lengths (L) for a width same as that of the microstrip are shown in

Figures 12 (a), (c), (e) and  As the figures show, for a given h, an optimum

value of L gives the maximum -10 dB bandwidth. As h is increased, the band is

shifted to a lower frequency range for a given L value. The bandwidth variations

with h and L are depicted in Figures 12 (b), (d), (f), and  The parameter L thus
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provides an additional freedom for effectively tuning the impedance and reflecnon

characteristics of the DRA.
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Summary of the reflection characteristics of the wideband DRA obtained

from Figure 12 is given below.

Table 1: Reflection characteristics of the DRA for optimum h and L

Strip Stub * —10dB Mid-band  Bandwidth %
height length = Frequency ifrequency MH Bandwidth

. 5  17.5 1 3.15 -4.03. L. i 3.59

(mm) i<L, mm), rang¢ <GHz>  <@Hz> 1 ‘ Z’  . - ‘
880 1 24.51

7 25 1 2.43 - 3.47J ._ . Li _ 2.95 I . - 11040 5 35.25. W . H1 9 27.5 2.01 - 2.85 2.43 840 1 34.57
2 11 30 I 1.89 — 2.43 2.16

, . ‘ . F540 25

From the measured results of Table 1, optimum values of h and L can be

expressed empirically as

7» 7»h av ° and L 1: 1° (4.2)3\/Q \/Q
where X0 is the free space wavelength at the mid band frequency and std the

dielectric constant of the DRA. Here, the designs with h = 7 mm, L I 25 (design

2a) and h = 9 mm, L = 27.5 mm (design 2b) are chosen for further analysis since

these provide the broadest bandwidths in excess of 30 °/o. The other two designs

(h = 5 mm, L = 17.5 and h = 11 mm, L I 30) will be treated later. Figure 13

compares the measured and simulated return loss and input impedance of the

DRA for design 2a.
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Simulated —1OdB bandwidth is from 2.4 to 3.41 GHZ (1010 MHZ) or 34.77

% at the centre frequency of 2.905 GHZ, which are in good agreement with the

measured results shown in Table 1 that gives a 2.43 to 3.47 GI-Iz or 35.25 % band.
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so120  60

33Q _>I3 O1Q C/  \_\ W  \| " i i -'|' \ -4 . . 4'» -6'» 8 8
' 1 \ -+,.; _“_.\)/.\\J d3 __  8O O

' ,;gg I-"g; -§\\
1so . \ . -40):” 1 . l g 0

210 ' ' 330
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YZ plane
so120  so

1 _1Q.=_. - -I 2 \150 _ ‘ /""7, _20  *\ so

---; Co-polar
. —-—-- Cross-polar240 300

270

Figure 14: Measured radiation patterns at 3.01 GHZ, for design 2a
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Two dimensional radiation patterns measured at 3.01 GHZ that

corresponds to the minimum measured return loss in Figure 13 (a) are shown in

Figure 14.

As observed from the radiation patterns, the conical nature is maintained

in both XZ and YZ-planes than that of the design discussed in the previous

section (design 1). The boresight nulls are of -36.67 dB and —24.56 dB in the XZ

and YZ-planes respectively. Cross-polar levels are of -6.31 dB and -12.73 dB at

the boresight respectively for the XZ and YZ-plane patterns. Peak radiation

occurs at 130° and 150° respectively in the XZ and YZ-planes, with the

corresponding cross-polarisations of -14.12 dB and -11.84 dB. Gain

measurements yielded 4.65 dBi at the resonant frequency of 3.01 GHZ and the

maximum gain in the band is 5.58 dBi at 3.4 GI—Iz.

Figure 15 shows the measured co-polar patterns at the lower, mid and

upper ends of the matching band respectively at 2.5, 3.01 and 3.4 GI-I2. It is clear

that the symmetry and conical nature of the XZ-plane pattern is stable in the

matching band similar to the previous design. However, the YZ~plane pattern is

less distorted with the increase in frequency unlike that in design 1. This is further

confirmed by the 3-D radiation patterns of Figure 16.
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Experimental Analysis
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Figure 16: Simulated 3-D gain patterns of the DRA, for design 2a

For design 2b, the agreement between measured and simulated results is

shown in Figure 17. Simulated bandwidth is 817 MHZ or 32.42 °/o from 2.11 to

2.927 GHZ at the mid-band frequency of 2.52 GHZ, while that measured is 840

MHZ or 34.57 °/o from 2.01 to 2.85 GHZ.
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Radiation patterns measured at 2.43 GI-lz, the centre frequency of theband

are shown in Figure 18. XZ and YZ plane patterns are more symmetrical and

conical shaped than those of the previous designs (design 1 and design 2a). The

nulls are at —-40 dB and -19.56 dB in the boresight for XZ and YZ-planes

respectively. Cross-polar levels are of -26.5 dB and -14-.93 dB respectively at the

boresight for XZ and YZ-plane patterns. Peak radiation occurs at 130° and 150°

respectively in the XZ and YZ-planes, with the respective cross-polarisations of

-14.73 dB and -21.47 dB. Measured mid-band gain is 4.39 dBi and the maximum

measured value in the band is 5.57 dBi at 2.36 GHz.

From the 2~D patterns measured for different frequencies, at 2.15, 2.43

and 2.8 GHZ shown in Figure 19, it is clear that the design 2b produces good

conical radiation patterns over the matching band. Simulated 3-D radiation

patterns shown in Figure 20 also confirm the pattern stability over the band.

Measured far-field transmission coefficients  S21  in the direction of

maximum radiation of the DRAs so far studied are compared in Figure 21. It is

clear that peak |Sg1|corresponding to design 1 is lower than that of any other

designs in their respective bands, hence results in the lowest gain of all. The peak

gain of the broadside DRA is comparable to that of design 2. Table 2 compares

the various aspects of the wideband designs so far described.

Radiation patterns at other two combinations of h and L, i.e. h = 5 mm, L

= 17.5 and h = 11 mm, L = 30, shown in Table 1, were also measured. The

patterns measured at the centre frequencies of the corresponding bands i.e. 3.59
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GHZ and 2.16 GHZ respectively, are shown in Figure 22. As observed, the conica

nature of the patterns is much deteriorated at the higher frequency (3.59 GHZ

Also these designs provide maximum gains around 4 dBi.
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Figure 20: Simulated 3-D gain patterns of the DRA for design 2b
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4.7 RADIATION FROM THE ANTENNA FEED

In this section, radiation properties of the wideband antenna feed are

studied. As described earlier, the antenna feed consists of two sections of

microstrip transmission lines of length h and L The section of length L Lies on

the substrate and is a part of the 50 £2 feed. However, the section of height h

extends vertically into the air, and hence can act as a vertical monopole radiator

under the influence of the large ground plane. Figure 23 shows the simulated

resonance curves of the feeds with various dimensions.

0 ....~_;   2 1“ . . . ' O Q .Q",'.~Q
§\ O 0 0 0 . . . I ' ' . 0 Oob)’ x‘\ / vs ii\\ / '7’?I \  ‘.0
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Figure 23: Simulated return loss of the feed
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As can be observed from the figure, a -14 dB deep resonance exists at

7.55 GHZ for the feed of design 1 (h = 9 mm, L = O mm). This value is

approximately equal to the resonant frequency of a k/ 4 monopole of length h I 9

mm. Simulated 3-D radiation pattern at 7.55 GHZ is given in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Simulated radiation pattern of the feed at 7.55 GHZ

As observed from the above figure, the radiation pattern is not of a well

defined shape, so that it can hardly be used for any application purpose. This

monopole radiation can influence the radiation performance of the DRA if the

operating band includes the monopole’ band also, which could happen when using

DRs with low value of dielectric constant  This is because, firstly, a higher

value of h will be needed for better impedance matching of a low std DR, and

hence the monopole resonance will occur at a frequency lower than that in the

present case (h = 9 mm). Secondly, the DR will operate at a higher frequency

because of the low 5,. Consequence is an effective resonating band, merged by the

individual bands of the DR and the monopole at the lower and the higher ends
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respectively, with the radiation pattern distorted towards the higher end of the

band.

4.8 WIDEBAN D DESIGN USING OTHER DRs —- RESULTS

Validity of the wideband design (Design 2) is verified using other DRs also

having parameters as follows:

(1) DR-2: erd = 20.8, diameter 2a = 27.3 mm or 0.24 /lo and thickness d = 8.4 mm

or 0.074 10, /10 being the free space wave length corresponding to the measured

broadside mode frequency, f = 2.65 GHZ of the DRA.

(2) DR-3: std I 88.68, diameter 2a = 24 mm or 0.166 /is and thickness d = 7.8 mm

or 0.054 /lo, /in corresponds to the measured broadside mode frequency, f = 2.04

GHZ of the DRA.

The antennas using the above DRs (1) and (2) will be referred respectively

as DRA-1 and DRA-2 in the following discussion. HFSSTM simulation is used to

optimise the design parameters to yield maximum matching bandwidth and the

simulated return loss plots are presented in Figures 25 and 26 respectively for

DRA-2 and DRA-3. Tuning of the impedance characteristics is appealing from

Figures 25(a) and 26(a). For DRA-2, selection of h = 10 mm and L = 31 mm

gives a bandwidth from 1.9 to 2.65 GHZ or 33 °/0. Measured return loss is

compared with the simulated one in Figure 25(b). A matching band from 1.849 to

2.549 GHZ or 32 % is obtained for the measurement. This band covers some

important wireless communication bands like PCS (1.85 to 1.99 GHZ), UMTS (1.9
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to 2.2 GHZ), \X/iBro (2.3 to 2.39 GHZ) and WLAN (ISM: 2.4 to 2.484 GHZ)

[Table 2, Chapter 1]. The above figure also shows two merged resonances, at 1.9

GI-lz and 2.41 GI-Iz constituting the matching band.

For DRA-3, a maximum simulated bandwidth of 11.15 % is achieved for h

= 5 mm and L = 30 mm, while the measured band is from 1.835 to 2.125 GHz or

14.65 °/o. This band covers the PCS and some part of the IMTS and UMTS bands.

Corresponding plots are shown in Figure 26.

Measured conical radiation patterns for DRA-2 and DRA-3 are shown in

Figure 27 and 28 respectively. Note that the radiation patterns at the two

resonances, at 1.9 GHZ and 2.41 GHz for DRA-2 are shown in Figure 27,

revealing that both resonances have the same radiation characteristics. Measured

gain is 3.74 dBi at 1.9 GHz and 3.95 dBi at 2.41 GI-lz. Also the maximum

measured gain in the band is 4.71 dBi, at 2.3 GHZ. For DRA-3, the radiation

patterns at 1.945 GI-Iz, which is the frequency giving minimum reflection and also

is the mid-band frequency, are plotted in Figure 28. Gain measurement yielded a

maximum gain of 3.88 dBi at 1.945 GHZ, for DRA-3.
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Figure 25: (a) Simulated return loss of DRA-2 for various h and L

(b) Measured and simulated return loss for h = 10 mm and L = 31 mm
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4.9 RADIATION EFFICIENCY

Radiation efficiencies of the DRAs are measured using the Wheeler cap

method (Section 3.10.4, Chapter 3). A cylindrical metallic cap of diameter = 17 cm

and height = 7.5 cm was used as the radiation shield, for the DR_A. Measured

efficiencies in the respective operating bands are given in Table 4.

Table 4: Measured radiation efficiencies of the DRAs so far studied
(dimensions are in ‘mm’)

' 1 —* —' ~ < — v ~' t — — 7' ' 1- —' ' — 1‘
DRA Broadside Designl i Design 2a I Design 2b I DRA-2 DRA-3_ I l , , , l_ .__ ll _ __ _l _ lI he - 1" R R ~ ~ — — — i ie I ~ — 1 JI l l l

(ad, 24, d, ~ (20.s,24,7.3 (20.s,24,7.s (20.s,24,7.3 I (20.s,24,7.3 (20.s,27.3,s.4 A (ss.(>s,24,7.s ,
h L) -,-) I 9,-) 7, 25) 9,275) A, 10,3125) 5,30)l l _ __~ - l o F l  ‘ t o  o l1l“d‘?“°“ 85.3 96.24 93.07 92.85 I 91.65 , 76.08Efficiency y_ t(°/0) A 1 T t  t I A l l

From the above table, it can be made out that the wideband design offers

higher radiation efficiency than the fundamental design of a cylindrical DR. Also it

is deduced that the DR with low er is a better radiator than that with high 2,, since

the energy storage is more in the case of the latter. However, promising size

reduction can not be achieved with a lower er DR, unless special design rules are

followed. Thus, when the use of a DR as an antenna is concerned, the choice of 6,

is as per the requirement of the antenna engineer.
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4.10 WIDEBAND DESIGN USING A DIFFERENT SUBSTRATE

In order to confirm the suitability of the wideband design (design 2) with

different substrate for the feed, the DRA is simulated using a 50 mrn x 4.93 mm

microstrip line formed on a 1.6 mm thick RT/Duroid substrate of at = 2.2. The

feed was designed using Eq. 3.21 and 3.22 in Chapter 3. The DR parameters are,

at = 20.8, 2a = 24 mm and d = 7.3 mm, the same as those of DR-1. The -10 dB

impedance bands, almost the same as those obtained on the er = 4 substrate, are

found here also as,

Band 1: 2.43 to 3.45 GHZ, for h = 7 mm, L = 31.5 mm

Band 2: 2.1 to 2.91 GHZ, for h = 9 mm, L = 37 mm as shown in Figure 29.

0 ' “'\ 5 —   T\ // “'-5   / \“  \ /-- \ /10 \\ //hf

Return Loss d

—15f \ /1 \/
\./'

_20 _

i h=7 mm L=3l.5 mm
— — — h=9 mm L=37 mm-25 1 | t—"* — 9»  +~ —~—s~. .1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 29: Simulated return loss of the wideband DRA excited by a

microstrip feed on an RT/Duroid substrate
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CONCLUSION

Development of a wideband cylindrical DRA was presented with the help

of measurements using I-IP 8510C vector network analyser and simulations using

Ansoft HFSSTM. A bandwidth in excess of 30 °/o with stable conical radiation

pattern and good gain was obtained for the proper design. High radiation

efficiencies in excess of 90 % were obtained, due to the inherent low loss of the

DR. Effect of various design parameters on the DRA performance was also

studied. The mid-band frequency of the operating band can be tuned by changing

the topological and/ or material properties of the DRA. However, medium

permittivity DRs are preferred for the design, since they provide wider

bandwidths, better gains and higher radiation efficiencies than high permittivity

DRs.
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CHAPTER 5 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS USING

FINITE DIFFERENCE TIME DOMAIN TECHNIQUE

This chapter reviews the scope of finite difference time domain (FDTD)

technique for the analysis of antenna problems. Using the FDTD approach, the

broadband DRA measured in the previous chapter is modeled and analysed. l\/LATLAB®

is used for developing the F DTD codes. Finally the measured and computed results are

compared.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Among the numerical methods being employed for solving problems

related to electromagnetics, finite difference methods (FDMs) developed by A.

Thom in the 1920s are more frequently used and more universally applied than

any other method. This technique is based on approximating differential equations

by finite difference equations. That is, FDM relates the value of the dependant

variable at a point in the solution region to the values at some neighbouring

points. It mainly involves three steps- (1) dividing the solution region into a grid

of nodes (2) approximating the given differential equation by finite difference

equivalent that relates the dependant variable at a point in the solution region to

its values at the neighbouring points (3) solving the difference equations subject

to the prescribed boundary conditions and/ or initial conditions.
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D
5.2 FDTD IN ELECTROMAGNETICS

The FDTD method can be classed as a special case of the FDM. In this

approach introduced by K. S. Yee [1] in the mid-1960s, the computational

volume is sampled in space and the field quantities are evaluated at discrete

intervals of time. The time step and the spatial increment are so chosen as to

avoid aliasing error and instability of the computation. Maxwell’s curl equations

are solved for each cell by a knowledge of the field quantity (E or H) at the

previous time step and that (H or E) at the immediately neighbouring cell. The

field updating process is stopped when the field quantities over the computational

volume reaches a steady state. Because of the limited computer resources, the

computation volume is terminated by using an appropriate absorbing boundary

condition (ABC) such as Mur’s ABC, Liao’s ABC, perfectly matched layer (PML),

Switched boundary condition (XBC) etc. Care must be taken to minimise errors

due to reflection introduced by such boundaries.

FDTD offers the following advantages

FDTD is a very versatile and flexible modeling technique. The strength of

FDTD lies in the fact that it provides an easy understanding on the

temporal physical phenomena and what to be anticipated from a given

model

*5“ The central difference nature of the FDTD method makes it a relatively

accurate (second-order accuracy in both time and space), compared to

other first-order schemes
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$' FDTD is a time domain technique, and when a time-domain pulse is used

as the source , a wide frequency range is solved with only one simulation

W The field values for each time step are stored in arrays and their

distribution over the computational domain at any instant of time can be

easily plotted using the visualisation capabilities of the digital computers

Q A wide variety of linear and non-linear dielectric and magnetic materials

can be easily modeled

§' FDTD provides the E and H fields directly which are of prime interest in

most EMI/EMC modeling applications

The total memory storage and the computational time are directly related

to the number of field unknowns in the problem space, which in turn depends on

the electrical size of the problem space and the space resolution. The fineness of

the grid is generally determined by the dimensions of the smallest feature to be

modeled and the smallest wavelength. Large objects with regions that contain

small, complex geometries may require large, dense grids.

5.3 FDTD COMPUTATIONS

Formulation of the FDTD method begins by considering the differential

form of Maxwell's two curl equations which govern the propagation of electric

and magnetic fields in a medium. The medium is assumed to be uniform,

isotropic, and homogeneous. Also the medium is assumed to be lossless i.e.,

absence of volume currents or finite conductivity. With these assumptions,

Maxwell's curl equations may be written as
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,u —a;— = —VxE
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where ,u= your and 6 I 808, , are the permeability and permittivity of the medium

respectively. Subscript ‘O’ indicates free space and ‘r’ indicate relative value. In

order to solve these continuous partial differential equations by FDTD, a first

order finite difference scheme, based on central-difference approximation is used

on both the time and space. The central difference scheme is used in the FDTD

method because it is the most accurate compared with the other types of finite

difference schemes.

For example, let one component of the electric or magnetic field be F (x, y,

z, t), and is sampled as F (iAx, jAy, kAz, nAt). Then the central difference schemes

for the X-direction and time ‘t’ are expressed as

§F(x,Vy,z,t) Q (F(x + Air/2,y, 2,1) fF(x — Ax/g2,y, z,t))6x Ax
_ (F”(i+0.5,j,k)—Ff'(i—0.5, _;,1<))_ Ax (5.2)

6F(at,y,z,t) N (F(x, y, z,t + At/2,) --pF(x, y, z,tp-f- At/2))6! At
(F”*°'5(i.;.k>—F”‘°'5 <i.1,k))_  - At

The electric or magnetic field is discretised in both space and time, as

indicated by iAx, jAy, kAz and nAt, so that the calculation space is divided into

small cubes as shown in Figure 1(a). A small cube of volume Ax.Ay.Az is referred
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to as an l"D'l'l) cell. The side is called :1 cell edge, and its length Ax, A}-' or A2 is

called 11 cell size.

5.4 THE YEE ALGORITHM

In the 3-dimensi<,m:1l case, the six field l<>c:tti<.ms  y and 2 components of

ll‘ and ll fields) are considered to be iflf(31'lL‘2l\‘L‘.el in space as sl10\\'11 in liigure l(b),

wliich is c<>nsidered as the l“‘D'1'D unit cell as defined by Yee  Here, the

midpoint of each cell is selected under spatizil diseretiszition and the eompoiieiit of

li-i is defined at the midpoint of the cell. l*'01i comenience in the czalculatitm, the H

field is not cztlculated at the same point as If, but is staggered alternately with

iespect to li. Thus the calculati<fm of ll field is performed at the spatial locations

l.)et\\'een any t\\-'0 zldiacent ii‘ field components. 'l'l1e spatizll discretisatiuii For the

H, in fact, <>\'ei'laps half a cell on eitlier side.

'l'l1is imtimll zlrrangenient 0F the field e<>mp<"ments is ideal for defining the

central differeiices For the l\"Iax\vell’s equations to yield the six field components

2181
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Figure 1: (a) FDTD lattice (b) unit cell

Here, not only the placement of the E and H nodes are off in space by half

a space step, but the time instants when the E or H fields are calculated are also

off by half a time step. That is, if the components of E are calculated at nAt,

where At is the discretisation unit in time and n is any non-negative integer, the

components of H are calculated at (n + 0.5) At. For this reason, the Yee algorithm

is also called the leapfrog algorithm.
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5.5 CELL SIZE AND TIME STEP

FDTD method insists finer cells, since the field value is assumed to be a

constant over a cell for computational accuracy. The side of each cell is often set

as X/10 or less at the highest frequency of interest because the grid dispersion

error is proportional to the cell sides [2] as follows

E cc (J(Ax2 +Ay2+Az2)/AT (5.4)

However, in some situations, such as accurate calculation of antenna

impedances or radar cross sections, M 20 or smaller size may be necessary. Here

the wavelength in the material should be used to determine the minimum cell size

if some portion of the computational space is filled with a dielectric material. For

the problem involving high-permittivity dielectrics in a free space, it is better to

use non-uniform cells, that is, smaller cells in the dielectrics, and larger cells

outside.

Once the cell size is determined, the maximum size of the time step At

immediately follows from the Courant—Friedrich-Lewy stability condition [3],

given by Eq. (5.5), which ensures that the numerical error generated in one step of

the calculation does not accumulate and grow as the time-marching progresses.

-1/2

A1351, .12+ 12+ 12 (5.5)vmax AX Ay AZ
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where vflm is the maximum phase velocity of the wave in the computational

volume. The grid dispersion error is minimised by the equality in Eq. (5.5). This

however, leads to instability in some cases because of a round-error in the

computer. One method of avoiding this is to select 99.5 % of At calculated by Eq.

(5.5).

In the present work for modeling the DRA, a cubical cell with Ax = Ay =

Az = 0.5 mm is chosen to meet the aforesaid criteria, and also to fit an integral

number of cells in the computational space. In addition, cubical cell is

recommended for minimum grid dispersion error  This yields the time step as

At = 0.95744 picoseconds.

5.6 ANTENNA ANALYSIS

An antenna, when considered as an object, comprises of structures of

different geometries, dimensions and properties. A set of conductors and

dielectrics surrounded by free space constitutes a basic antenna. FDTD assumes

perfect conductor approximation for antenna feeds, patches, ground planes, stubs

etc. and perfect dielectric approximation for substrates, dielectric resonators,

radomes etc.

In the present context, the DRA studied is of parameters as explained in

sections (4.3) and (4.5), in the previous chapter. The cylindrical DR is of dielectric

constant era I 20.8, diameter 2a = 24 mm and thickness d = 7.3 mm. A 50 Q.

microstrip transmission line, having a width 3.3 mm and length 50 mm fabricated
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on a 1.6 mm thick microwave substrate of dielectric constant an-, = 4 and size 115

mm x 115 mm or 1.15 /lo x 1.15 A0, feeds the DR. The antenna geometries analysed

using FDTD are shown in Figure 2.

Air boundary

Vertiml Strip “ie e"*"“ resonator

Dielectric

Feed port Ground plane
(a) Microstrip line

Figure 2: DRA geometries analysed using FDTD (a) Design 1 (b) Design 2
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5.6.1 OBJECT MODELING

In FDTD, objects are modeled by assigning the constitutive parameters

like permittivity, permeability and conductivity to the corresponding cells in the

computational space.

Microstrip and ground plane are assumed to be perfect 2-D conductors.

The tangential electric field component must be zero on the surface of a perfect

conductor; hence are modeled by enforcing this boundary condition on to the

plane (s) of the appropriate cells. The cells those fill the air, substrate and DR are

assigned the corresponding dielectric constants of 1, 4 and 20.8 respectively. The

interface between two or more kinds of dielectrics is defined by enforcing the

average value of permittivity to the intersecting cells  The above is

implemented in the FDTD code by incorporating additional parameters mulx,

mul y and mul z in the E field components in Eqn. (5.3) as shown below.

ex(i,j,k)=ex(i,j,k)+mulx(i,j,k) .*(ray*(hz{i,j,k)—hz(i,j—l,k) )

raz*(hy(i,j,k)"hy(i,j,k"1)))/epsO;

ey(i,j,k)=ey(i,j,k)+muly(i,j,k) .*(raz*(hx(i,j,k)—hx(i,j,k—1))—

rax*(hz(i,j,k)—hz(i—1,j,k)))/eps0;

ez(i,j,k)=ez(i,j,k)+mulz(i,j,k).*(rax*(hy(i,j,k)-hy(i-1,j,k))—

ray*(hx(i,j,k)—hx(i,j—1,k)))/eps0;
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where, rax=At/Ax; ray=At/Ay; raz=At/A2;

=> For conductors, mulx = muly = mulz = O

I> For dielectrics, mulx = muly = mulz = 1/at ;£r= 1, 4 and 20.8 for air,

substrate and DR respectively

:> For interfaces between dielectrics (air-substrate, air~DR and DR-substrate),

mulx = muly = mulz = 2/(er1+ er?) for the cells on both sides of the

interface; ed and 5,2 are the parameters of the interfacing dielectrics.

Since the DR used is cylindrical in shape, its curved surface needs to be

modeled properly since the cells lying at the curved edge will partially include the

DR. By incorporating a staircase or conformal approach in the Yee algorithm, the

curved edges can be modeled. The staircasing procedure, though simple,

introduces significant errors in the computation, even with a fine cubical grid (side

~ M 25) [5]. Several enhanced FDTD methods for modeling curved dielectric

surfaces have been proposed [6—8]. These are implemented by a calculation

procedure based on weighted volume effective dielectric constant [6, 7] or a linear

weighted average dielectric constant  The weighted volume approaches require

computation of the area and volume of the partially filled cells. Also these deal

with the average dielectric constant; hence, their use yields the same effective

value for dielectric distributions, even when the geometry of the fillings is

different. Also they require complicated mesh generation. On the other hand, in

[8] the information on the edges of a cell is utilised to modify the Yee algorithm,

thereby avoiding the need for the area and/ or volume calculations.
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Figure 3: Confonnal FDTD modeling (a) FDTD cells over the curved surface

(b) Enlarged View of a cell filled with two dielectrics  Modeled cell

If it is assumed that the curved surface lies in the XY-plane, in the present

conformal method, a cell at the interface is modeled by a linear weighted average
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dielectric constant as shown in Figure 3. Effective dielectric constants for the

particular cell are defined as:

excf‘ (z, j, k) = [.=:,2. AXl (z, j, k) + 4,. (Ax - Axl (z, 1, k))] /(AX) (5.6)

£,F“<:; 1. k) = to AY1 0; 1. k) + 8.1- (At — AY1 (121: km /(AV) (5.1)

However, the edges (i, j+l, k) and (i+l, j, k) of the cell, which indicate the

immediate neighbouring cells are not penetrating the DR, so that the dielectric

constant er, is used for those cells. Now the parameters, mulx = 1 /e,,°ff(i, j, k)

mul y = 1 / e,,eff(i, j, k) and mul z = 1 / 5,2 are used in the FDTD computations,

to model the cells of interest.

5.6.2 SOURCE SIGNAL

For exciting the structure, a wide variety of excitation waveforms such as

plane wave, pulse, modulated pulse etc. can be used. However, a Gaussian pulse is

the most preferred one in frequency-dependent applications since it is having a

smooth Waveform in time, and its frequency spectrum is also Gaussian in shape

centered at zero,

_ {I-10 [TThe Gaussian pulse is defined as, p(t) = 6 Ts 0 St S 210
(5-3)

= 0 otherwise
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For spread time, TS = 15 ps and peak time, to = 3T5, the pulse is plotted in Figure

4. The frequency spectrum of the above pulse can be obtained by using the

following relation.

Amp (dB) =10./03 [abs {FFT (p(t) ) }] (5.9)

The operator FFT is the fast Fourier transformation and the spectrum is

shown in Figure 5. Though the highest frequency content of the pulse is 1 /(2*At)

= 522.23 GHZ, it is clear that the Fourier amplitude is within 3 dB only below

8.75 GI-Iz, as determined by the pulse parameter Ts. This frequency range is

sufficient for exciting the DRA.

1.2 5

1.0 

0.8 

V 0.6-l

e Vud

E 0.4

Amp

0.2 e ‘0.0 4,to ‘"1 F  er "—1  F in0 45 90 135 180
Time (ps)

Figure 4: Gaussian pulse
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Figure 5: Spectrum of the Gaussian pulse

5.6.3 FEED MODELING

In practice, microwave energy is fed to the microstrip transmission line

through an SMA connector soldered between the edges of the strip and the

ground plane. This can be modeled in FDTD by assigning several electric field

cells within the area along the thickness of the substrate coming under the strip.

As seen in the above section, the amplitude of the exciting pulse is above

zero for only a very short fraction of the total computational time, especially for

resonant geometries such as antennas. Once the pulse amplitude drops, the source

voltage becomes essentially zero and the source effectively becomes a short

circuit. Any reflections from the antenna which return to the source are totally

reflected to the computational space and a large number of time steps are required
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to stabilise the source signal. A dissipation mechanism can be added by modeling

the Gaussian source Vs with a series internal resistance RS [10] as shown in Figure

6. +1 RS ——-——> l= IS+ 1
® VIEZ. A2

ip v

Figure 6: Source with series resistance

The value of the internal resistance does not appear to be critical. A

reasonable choice for R5 is to use the value of the characteristic impedance of the

transmission line i.e. Z0 = 50 Q. Usually, a voltage source that corresponds to an

electric field E in the z direction at a certain source location (isAX, j,Ay, k,AZ) is

used. If the source resistance Rs is set zero, then the usual delta gap electric field at

the source location, at the n‘h time step is simply given by

Eg’ (i, j, k) = VS(nAt)/ AZ (5.10)

When RS is included,

E§'(i,j,k)=(Vs(nAt)+I;"1Rs)/Az (5.11) 156
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By applying Ampere’s circuital law by taking the line integral of the

magnetic field around the feed point shown in Figure 7, the source current can be

obtained as,

I;‘"'/2 = (H;’"°-5 (is, js - 1, ks) - H ,’§‘°-5 (is, js, ks))Ax (5 12)

+<H,'3"°~5<is,;s,1<s>-—H;'°~5<is-1,js,/m)/sy

Thus an electric field located at the Z—edge of the cell just above the

ground plane and directly below the end of the strip line is used as the feed. A

stair-stepped perfect conductor transition from the feed cell to the microstrip edge

is formed to provide a relatively smooth connection from the single electric feed

location to the microstrip. This is illustrated in Figure 8.

Feed point

__ _ : _. _ F
I i  ifia ii?!»Y F eeeeee  eeeeeee

L_>x  7 1  i AZ l Hyl £8-ls is»  H  i-‘Fri-Y»  ‘i

+ - - - - ---ir - - - ----‘-——>—--i - - - - - - --‘ii Ay

~ _ Hx( is, js-1, ks) =

l4-_ Ax —-Pl

Figure 7: Magnetic field components around the feed point
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Microstrip on top of
the substrate

Stair-stepped
conducting transition

__ __, , , ' ' Dielectric
//" substrate

1 a Ground plane
Source field

Figure 8: Source modeling in FDTD

Once the pulse is launched, the fields in the structure are computed for

successive time steps until all the field intensities in the domain decay to a

negligible steady—state value. At this instant, the input impedance of the antenna

can be calculated as follows

Z,-,,<f>=-I‘%% (5.13)

Where VSQ) and Is(f) are the Fl-‘Ts of the time domain source voltage and current

respectively. The antenna return loss can be calculated form Z,-,, as follows,

Z,',,(f)_Z
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where Z0 = 50 £2, the characteristic impedance of the transmission line

5.6.4 ABSORBING BOUNDARY CONDITION

When analysing open problems such as electromagnetic scattering and

antennas, it is necessary to truncate the FDTD computational space by a virtual

boundary, because of the storage liinit of computer. When the electromagnetic

fields arrived at the truncation or boundary, they will reflect back into the

computational space and cause erroneous computation unless the boundary

absorbs the incident field perfectly. This can be made possible by forcing the

incident fields to obey some conditions at the boundary which are termed as the

absorbing boundary conditions (1-\BCs). The farther from the scatterers or the

antennas the absorbing boundary is located, the better is the absorption. This is

because these waves become more like plane waves as they travel farther from the

radiating structure, and also because the absorbing boundary is usually effective

for a plane wave at normal incidence. However, the dimensions of the absorbing

boundary are limited by the available computer memory.

ABCS can be classified roughly into two - (1) those derived from an

approximate differential equation that expresses a traveling plane wave at the

boundary, and (2) those in which the incident wave is absorbed by a virtual

electromagnetic absorber. The Mur’s absorbing boundary condition [11] and

Berenger’s Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) [12] are examples of the former and

the latter classes respectively. In terms of accuracy, PML is the best available ABC,
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but its physical interpretation is very difficult to understand and the storage

required for implementation is much larger than the Mur’s ABC. As far as the

lirnited computer resources are concerned, Mur’s ABC is used for analysing the

DR_A.

A plane wave having an Z-component of electric field E2 propagating in

the y direction should satisfy the following differential equation

2-12 E2-=0 (5.15)
6y v 6!

Discretizing Eq.(5.15) using the central difference method, we get the

Mur’s first order ABC equation. For example, the ABC at the y = O plane, that is

the FDTD layer (i, 1, k), is given by

. _ , At—Az _ __ ,
E;‘o,1,k> = E? °"5<1,2,k)+37;-52-[E;’<1,2,k>-E? ° 5o,1,k>] <5-16>

Similar expressions can be obtained for the other 5 layers constituting the

boundaries of the computational volume. However, the amount of reflection from

the boundary becomes worse when the angle of incidence of the field increases.

This limits the reflection coefficient of Mur’s ABC to some -30 to -40 dB.
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5.6.5 FDTD PARAMETERS FOR THE DRA

Based on the discussions made so far, the FDTD parameters used in the

analysis of the DRA are given as:

I> Cell dimensions, Ax = Ay = A2 = 0.5 mm << X0/20 , Xobeing the lowest

wavelength expected to exist in the structure

1-? Time step -'1 0.95744 ps

I> Gaussian pulse parameters, Ts = 15 ps and to = 3

r:> Side of the computational volume

-'1 side of substrate I 115 mm = 230 cells

11> Width of the microstrip = width of the vertical strip = 3.3 mm =7 cells

:> Length of the microstrip = 50 mm = 100 cells

:> Thickness of the substrate I 1.6 mm Z 3 cells

:> Diameter of the DR = 24 mm = 48 cells

:> Height of the DR = 7.3 mm =1 15 cells

:> Height of the computational volume =1 61 cells, i.e., 10 cells above the DR

5.6.6 THE FDTD ALGORITHM

The complete FDTD algorithm is given below.

0/0 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --0/0
1: Define the structure to be simulated

a) Define the dielectric and magnetic constants
c0,epsO,muO,eps_sub and eps_dr

b) Calculate epseffl = (1+eps_sub)/2
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9% substrate—DR boundary doesn't occur

C)

d)

6)

f)

Q)

h)

i)

3')

k)

1)

m)

n)

epseff2 = l+eps_dr)/2

in the design W6

Define the antenna dimensions

Define the cell size (dx, dy
number of cells along x, y and

and. dz) and "the
z directions

Calculate the sampling time step dt

Initialise EX, Ey, E2 and Hx, Hy, HZ arrays to zero

Initialise Mur’s ABC arrays buffx, buffy and buffz
to zero

Define the entire computational volume as air by
setting variables -9 mulx = muly = mulz = 1

Call the DR modeling routine

Define the dielectric substrate
-9 mulx = muly = mulz = l/eps_sub

Define air—substrate boundary
-9 mulx = muly = 1/epseffl;

Define the microstrip and the ground plane
-9 mulx = muly = O;

Define the vertical feed -9 mulx = mulz = 0

Define the stair step transition for the feed

2: Define Gaussian pulse parameters, Ts I 15ps, t@= 3Ts

3: Set up counter T = 0 and Total_step = 5000
4: if T

else
>= Total_step, go to step 14
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5: increment time step T = T+1 and calculate t = (T—l)*dt

6: Calculate source current, s_curr' from..Ampere's Law
around the feed point

s_curr = (Hx(><s,ys-1,25)—HX(XS,ys,Zs))*dX+
(Hy(XsrysrZs)-Hy(Xs“1rYsrZs))*dY7

2

7: Calculate Gaussian pulse value pU)=e attwfln)

8: Assign the total field value to the feed point cell,
E2 (xs,y5, zs) = (p(T) +s__curr(T) *50) /dz

9: Calculate source voltage s_volt = EzUg”yg,zs)*dz

10: Evaluate and store H—field update equations

ll: Evaluate and store E—field update equations

12: Apply Mur’s first order boundary condition for the
tangential E—fields on the external boundaries of the
computational volume

13: update Mur’s arrays

l3: go to step 4

14: Calculate input impedance as,
Zhflf) = fft(s_volt)/fft(s_curr)

15: Calculate return loss as,
RL(f) = (Zin(f)"5O) /(Zin(f)+5O)

16: Save the results in the computer memory

17: End

% ------------------------------- -- DR modeling routine ------------------------------ --°/o

l:Define a cube of side=2a and height=h
-9 mulx = muly = mulz = 1/eps_dr

2a = DR diameter, h = DR height

2:Define the cells outside the DR periphery as air
-9 mulx = muly = mulz = 1
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3:Define the air-DR boundary
—) mulx = mulz = 1/epseff2

4: Define mulx and mulz for the curved periphery of the
DR by conformal mapping

0/0 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --%

5.7 RESULTS

Figure 9 shows the FDTD model of the DRA on the XZ-plane, obtained

by plotting the parameter mulx, which is the inverse of the dielectric constant.

The contrast in dielectric constants among various materials in the structure is

evident from the model.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

150 l
X Ii Figure 9: FDTD model of the

50;
00 i so l 150Z 164
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Figure 10 shows the voltage and current waveforms obtained at the source

point as a function of the FDTD time steps, for design 1. It is clear that the

applied Gaussian pulse propagated all over the computational space, converging

to almost zero amplitude at about 5000 time steps. The input impedance and

return loss of the antenna are computed from the source voltage and source

current by Eq. (5.13) and (5.14) respectively.
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Figure 10: (a) voltage and (b) current wavefonns at the source point
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The near or in-field distributions in the model at a given frequency jb are

obtained by stimulating the model with a sinusoidal voltage signal of frequency fii

and unity amplitude, represented by v(t)=sin(2rfi>t). The desired field components

on the desired layer can then be visualised using the MATLAB® code. The near

field distributions are essential in determining the radiation properties of the

antenna.

5.7.1 DESIGN 1

Computed impedance and return loss are shown in Figure 11 for the

optimum design parameter h = 9 mm. Computed matching band (-10 dB) lies

over a band of 2.5 to 3.7 GHZ or 38.71 % at the mid-band frequency of 3.1 GHZ.

The return loss is minimum (-36 dB) at 3.312 GHz. The measured return loss is

minimum at 3.2 GI-lz in a band of 2.556 to 3.676 GI-lz or 35.94 %. It is clear that

the conformity between the computed and measured results is good showing the

effectiveness of the FDTD method, except for the 3.38 °/o shift in the resonant

frequency toward the right.

Distribution of the electric field components EX, E}? and E2 on the XZ

plane of the structure, lying at the DR-air boundaries at 3.312 GHZ (computed

frequency with minimum return loss) are shown in Figures 12 (a), (b) and (c)

respectively. Face 1 is the plane containing the DR with the vertical strip, and face

2 is the opposite plane. The boundary conditions applied for the metallic and

dielectric bodies in the FDTD algorithm are very clear from the figure. On the

vertical metallic strip on face 1, Ex and E, which are the tangential components of
166
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electric field vanish and only Ey, the normal component exists. The magnitudes of

E (mag E) on the faces are calculated from the field components by using the

following relation,

mag E = [133 + E} + E} (5.17)

The magnetic field  distribution can be obtained using a similar

treatment and are shown in Figures 12 (d), (e) and

Figure 13 illustrates the mag E plots on the boundary planes of the DRA at

3.312 GHz. Additional faces on the YZ and XY-planes at the DR-air boundary

are also defined in addition to the XZ-planes, to study the field distributions

around the DR. Here faces 1’ and 2’ correspond to the YZ-plane and the top-face

corresponds to the XY-plane.
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Numerical Analysis using F DTD
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Figure 13: Computed mag E field distributions for design 1 at 3.312 GHZ
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From Figure 13, it is observed that the field distributions on the opposite

XZ-planes (faces 1 and 2, Figures (a), (a’)) are slightly different, while that on the

YZ-planes are similar (faces 1’ and 2’, Figure (b), (b’)). This is attributed to the

asymmetry of the DRA structure about the XZ-plane and the symmetry about the

YZ-plane. These uneven field distributions also contribute to the squint in the

radiation pattern, as explained in section 4.4, Chapter 4.

5.7.2 DESIGN 2

A similar analysis as above is carried out for design 2 where a horizontal

stub of length L is also added to design 1. The corresponding plots are shown in

Figure 14 to 17.

Impedance and return loss plots for L = 25 mm and h = 7 mm (design Za),

are given in Figure 14. Computed return loss is minimum at 3.05 GI-Iz and the

bandwidth is from 2.3 to 3.158 GHZ or 31.44 “/0. Measured frequency and

bandwidth are 3.01 GI-lz, 2.43 to 3.47 GHZ or 35.25 °/o respectively

An error of 1.31 °/o is thus observed between the computed and measured

frequencies of minimum reflection. The field distributions at 3.05 GHZ are shown

in Figure 15.
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Chapter 5
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Figure 15: Computed field distributions for design 2a at 3.05 GHZ
XZ-plane (a) face 1 (a’) face 2
YZ-plane  face 1’  face 2’

XY-plane (c) Top-face
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For L = 27.5 mm and h == 9 mm (design 2b), corresponding plots are

shown in Figures 16 and 17. Computed bandwidth ranges from 2.02 to 2.71 GI-Iz

or 29.17 % and the measured one is from 2.01 to 2.85 GHz or 34.56 %.

Computed and measured mid-band frequencies are 2.365 GHz and 2.43 GI-lz

respectively with an error of 2.75 %. Here the mid-band frequencies are compared

because of the flatness of the -IO dB band. A sirnilar inference as done for design

1 can be made from the field patterns of Figure 17.

The error between the measured and computed results is attributed to the

ideal modeling of the antenna components in FDTD. Fabricauon tolerances and

effect of external objects nearby the DRA are always the sources of error in a

practical measurement environment. Parameters having finite values such as the

dielectric losses, conductivity and thickness of the strip as well as the surface

irregularities of the antenna components are not included in the FDT D modeling,

in order to study the ideal antenna behavior.
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CONCLUSION

The numerical technique, FDTD was discussed in this chapter emphasising

its application in modeling and analysing antenna problems. Starting with the basic

Yee algorithm, the FDTD code for the broadband DRA was developed in

MATLAB®. Conformal method was used to model the curved edges of the DR.

The input impedance, return loss and near-field patterns of the proposed DRA

were computed.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION

The conclusions drawn from the work carried out in this thesis are

presented here. In view of the elaborate literature survey carried out, a cylindrical

DRA with a novel design was proposed for wideband operation and its

characteristics were studied both experimentally and numerically. Existing

wideband designs need multiple resonators, additional matching circuits or special

DR geometries which are complex in fabrication and/ or analysis. Simplicity of the

present design owes to the fabrication easiness of the cylindrical DR, its well

defined radiation properties, and the design flexibility. In addition, the present

design causes the radiation of a conical beam, unlike the broadside beam as in the

case of most of the DRA designs. This is attributed to the DR orientation above

the ground plane in requirement of the low-Q design and the conical beam is

suited to applications such as vehicular communication and indoor mobile

communication, by properly selecting the design parameters for the particular

application band.

Main features of the work are:

> Antenna uses a single cylindrical DR

> Main design parameters are the dielectric c0nstant/ dimensions of

the DR and the height/ position of the feed strip

> Broad bandwidths higher than 30 % are achieved
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> Bandwidth tuning is possible for a DR of given parameters, hence

operation over multiple application bands is possible

> Radiation patterns are conical in shape to be useful in unique

applications

> Antenna offers high radiation efficiency and good gain suitable for

communication applications

However, the proposed design suffers from a few shortcomings also.

Fixing the DR on the substrate is somewhat difficult since no flat surfaces of it are

parallel to the substrate. Perspex supports attached to the substrate can fix the DR

firmly. Another difficulty of the design is the high surface wave losses associated

with the microstrip feed as explained in section 3.7.2, Chapter 3. This can be

compacted if low dielectric constant substrate like RT/Duroid (er = 2.2) with

small thickness is used.

SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK

Possibility of incorporating components like microwave diodes, inductors,

capacitors etc. in the antenna, in order to modify its properties for the purpose of

band notching, beam scanning etc. can be sought. A coplanar waveguide feed

could be a better alternative to the microstrip feed, when considering the aforesaid

device integration. Additional dielectric or microstrip resonators can be

incorporated with the present design for achieving ultra wide band (U\X/B)

operation. Also slotted or truncated ground structure can be used for the above
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purpose. The effect of material composition of the DR on the antenna properties

such as the bandwidth, level of peak/ null radiation, antenna gain, efficiency etc.

can be studied. The present design can be extended to achieve broadside radiation

pattern, by using other low-Q DR geometries that radiate like magnetic dipoles

lying parallel to the ground plane.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

(I) Q;fact01' 1]1£Y21;\lLl[gf1]1t‘I1[ (1’§-11¢»; fiq. {3.l9:}1: As pm‘ the Kl121n11a—Ga1‘aL1lt mcthod

[I0], the displztccmcnt ‘X’ is uscd to sot the b21I1d\\'idfl1 level in the S-_,, curvc‘, for

cztlculnting lhv Q. It‘ thc: bzmdxvidth is mc:1.<urcd l>c1\\'<.'c*11 the points ‘X’ 1113 hclmv

the Irtsmimum $_., hwcl ((1 dB in fig. (i/'je_ on cithcr .<it|c.< of the 1'cs0n:mt t'rt‘t]t1c11c_\‘,

then thv rt*.<1|Iti|'1_¢ Ql'Q_,. If thv p<>int.\' arc mt-n.<urcd at ‘x’ dB :1l)u\'0 tho

minimum SH point  ~10 dB in tig. (>2-, thcn QIQH. The Q,_:1nd Q“ arc rclzttcd to

catch other as Q“ I:’_'l +l<jQ| _, k l.>t'ing the c0t1|>li11g t':tc.t<>r l.)ct\\-‘(#011 the .<t1'iplim' and

the DR. Tltis :\lh>\\'..< tt;1lcu]:1ti<">n <>t'l><1t|1 Q’.< from thc same S3, curve.

(Z) Dcri\';1t_i_Qt1 t‘<wt-*??t':1tli;tti<>nt_ct'ficjc11cy -[Pg ‘.)('1_,__?g_-q (.3.28;_>;g:

. _ .
The unl0;1dul Q is Q__1‘-?(1.).l:_.’ l",l___.

\\'hc1'c ]."._.-'1 unt-1'g\‘ stntmi in thc DR

I*’,,.__\l'-1<‘>1;1l lust pt»\\1-1'1:l’!._|_,+l",_;_, ('r:1di:-1ti<>n+n|1mic l<>s.<c.<'}

'l'hu..<_ 1)h__:(!_).E___,-"'Q_ -fl '.

$itnil:11'l\' the uhmic |us.<. l’,_|__:(:).EU,-'Q|_____ |:__2_§J

\r)\\‘_ I’, ___,=l’;,|__-]-‘,:___i= {0).l?_,..-*'(\),,jj_: — rjr.-).l-'.__._-Q,  ['_’>/‘;.

Putting {1} :11-ul 531;, in the cqn. 1) = l’,___“,,/{ l’,._u,+"l‘,  we get eq. (3.28)

(3)R:1di:ttigm pztttcn1s___-;§;j_1;1ptc1' 4"-: 'l'l1c rndizttitm mt‘ 11H '.ll1tL‘nI1:t>' rct'c1-red in lhi.<

chapter arc polztriscd along thc direction of the {cc-t.l strip. The orietltzltjons of the

2-D (X, Y, Z) and 3-D (phi, them, Y) patterns are related t0 each other as, XX

plane t0 phiill“ plant" and YZ—pl:tm' to phi: _9{)"pl;111c.
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Ayprndix
APPENDIX A A CYLINDRICAL DIELECTRIC RESONATOR

ANTENNA FOR DUAL-FREQUENCY OPERATION

An experimental investigation on a cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna

for dual~frequency operation is presented. The antenna exhibits linear and identical

polarisation characteristics in both frequency bands with broad radiation patterns and

good gain.

A.1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless mobile applications demand multi-band antennas, which show

efficient radiation characteristics in multiple frequency bands. Different resonator

shapes and feed structures have been reported for dual-band operation [Chapter

2]. The present work shows that if properly excited, dual radiating modes with

good radiation characteristics can be generated in a simple cylindrical DRA.

Antenna measurements are performed with HP 8510C vector network analyser.

A.2 ANTENNA GEOMETRY

A cylindrical dielectric resonator of permittivity er = 68.5 is used as the

antenna element. The resonator has a diameter d = 24 mm and height h = 11 mm.

A 50 Q microstrip feed line of width 3 mm and length 80 mm is fabricated on a

microwave substrate of permittivity 6, = 4 and size 110 mm x 110 mm x 1.6 mm.

The proposed antenna geometry is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: DRA geometry

A.3 RESULTS

The position (X0, Y0) of the DR is adjusted about the feed line. Different

resonant frequencies are observed with varying levels of radiation in the bands.

For an optimum feed position (:40, yo) = (70 mm, 47.5 mm), dual resonances are

obtained as shown in Figure 2. These are at 1.692 GI-Iz and 2.455 GHZ, with a

frequency separation of 763 MHZ. The “-10 dB bandwidths are 1.95 °/o at

frequency 1 (1.667 GHZ to 1.7 GHZ) and 1.67 % at frequency 2 (2.441 GI-Iz to

2.482 GHZ).

From the measured transmission coefficients (S21), it is found that the

polarisations are linear and are the same in both frequency bands. The measured

radiation patterns (E and H- planes) are shown in Figure 3. Patterns are relatively
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broad for the two resonant frequencies with cross-polarisation levels less than -15

I

dB. Measured maximum gain is 7 dBi in band 1 and 5.5 dBi in band 2.
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CONCLUSION

A cylindrical DRA for dual-frequency operation has been demonstrated.

The antenna is simple in structure and compact in size. The reflection, impedance,

polarisation, and radiation features of the antenna are studied and found suitable

for dual—frequency wireless applications.
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APPENDIX B A CIRCULARLY POLARISED
CYLINDRICAL DIELECTRIC RESONATOR ANTENNA

The work presents the experimental investigation on a cylindrical dielectric

resonator antenna  with a conducting strip loaded on its top surface enabling

circular polarisation. The antenna exhibits circular polarisation with an axial ratio  <

3 dB over a bandwidth of 3.14 % and a beam width of 60°.

B.l INTRODUCTION

The circularly polarised (CP) system, when compared with the linearly

polarised (LP) system, allows a more flexible orientation between the transmitting

and receiving antennas. In addition, the CP fields of an antenna are less sensitive

to the propagation effect than the LP fields. As a result, the CP antennas are

widely used in satellite communications. In the present design, two orthogonal

modes necessary for CP are excited by loading a metallic strip, diametrically on the

top surface of a cylindrical DRA. Strip loading results in a slight downshift of the

resonant mode of the DRA and also generates a lower orthogonal mode. The

separation between the two modes can be lowered by reducing the strip length

and at an optimum length, the two modes merge to give CP.

B.2 ANTENNA GEOMETRY

The antenna geometry is shown in Figure 1. A cylindrical DR of

permittivity En I 20.8, diameter 2a = 24 mm and height h = 7.3 mm is fed by a 50

Q microstrip transmission line of length 80 mm and width 3 mm, fabricated on a
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microwave substrate of permittivity 6,2 = 4 and size 140 mm (length) x 110 mm

(breadth) x 1.6 mm (height) . The DR is placed symmetrically on the feed line with

an overlapping distance of d = 7.5 mm, as shown in figure which excites the

TM110 mode at 3.055GHz that radiates in the broadside direction.

A metallic strip of length L = 2a and width w = 3 mm is adhered

diametrically on the top surface of the DR. \X/idth w is so chosen that the

frequency shift of the original DRA mode due to strip loading is minimum . The

DR is positioned on the feed in such a way that the metallic strip makes an angle

of 45° with the feed strip as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Top view of the cylindrical DRA geometry showing the

DR coated with metal strip
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B.3 RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the variation in reflection characteristics of the DRA for

with variation in L. The original DRA mode (in the absence of strip loading) is

indicated by the thin solid curve. It is observed form the figure that, the resonant

frequency is reduced from 3.055 to 3.025 GI—lz, but the impedance matching is

improved much on strip loading. In addition, there is a lower resonant mode

generated at 1.9 GHZ. As the length L is reduced, the lower mode is shifted

towards right (higher frequency) considerably while a slight shift of the original

mode to the left is observed. At L = 10 mm or ~ 0.1/L, where /lo is the free space

operating wavelength of the DRA, both modes merge to form an impedance band

of 2.65 to 3.13 GI-lz or 16.6 °/o. The effect of strip width 22/is also studied and the

excitation of the lower-orthogonal mode is observed only when 21/ I 3 mm.
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Figure 2: Return loss of the DRA for varying strip length L
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The axial ratio in the boresight is measured as shown in Figure 3. An axial

ratio bandwidth (AR < 3dB) of 90 MHz or 3.14 % is obtained with minimum AR

of 1 dB at 2.87 GHz. Also the axial ratio is found to be below 3 dB over a beam

width of i300 from the boresight.
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Figure 3: Boresight axial ratio of the DRA for a strip length L = 10mm

Measured radiation patterns at 2.87 GHZ for X-Z and Y-Z planes of the

DRA are shown in Figure 4. It is clear that the broadside nature of the patterns is

unaffected by the strip loading.
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Figure 4: Radiation patterns measured at f I 2.87 GHZ

vi. - w um was N “V... W“, MW

A cylindrical DRA giving circular polarisation has been presented. The

antenna is simple in structure as it comprises only a cylindrical DRA and a loading

strip. Measured axial ratio is Within 3 dB over a bandwidth of 3.14 °/o and a

beamwidth of 60°.
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APPENDIX C A WIDEBAND CYLINDRICAL
DIELECTRIC RESONATOR ANTENNA

A cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna with a parasitic conducting strip, loaded

coplanar with the 50 Q. microstripline feed has been verified experimentally here. The

antenna offers an impedance bandwidth as high as 17.33 °/o at a centre frequency of 2.77

GI-lz. The radiation patterns are broad and the low cross-polarisation levels confirm that

the antenna is linearly polarised over the entire impedance bandwidth.

C.1 INTRODUCTION

The present design shows how the impedance bandwidth of a cylindrical

DRA can be enhanced by adding a parasitic coplanar strip adjacent to the

microstrip feed. At an optimum strip position and dimensions, dual radiating

modes of similar polarisations are excited in close vicinity to form a linearly

polarized and wide impedance band.

C.2 ANTENNA GEOMETRY

The antenna structure is shown in Figure 1. A cylindrical DR of permittivity

6,1 -'= 20.8, diameter 2a = 27.3 mm and height h = 8.4 mm is fed with a 50 Q

microstrip transmission line of 80 nun (length) x 3 mm (width), fabricated on a

microwave substrate of permittivity 6,2 = 4 and size 140 mm (length) x 110mm

(breadth) x 1.6 mm (thickness). The condition that 8,1 >> 8,2, for effective coupling

between the feed and the DR is satisfied.
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Figure 1: Top view of the DRA geometry

A metallic strip of length L and width w is adhered at a distance of d from

the rnicrostripline to modify the feed for the DR as shown in Figure 1. The length

of the strip is chosen slightly higher than half the feed strip length i.e. L = 45 mm

and a width of w = 1 mm to start with. The strip length (L), width (w), distance

from the feed (:1) and the position with respect to the DR (dx and :5) are optimized

experimentally.

C.3 RESULTS

A maximum bandwidth of 17.33 °/o obtained for L = 45 mm, w = 2 mm, d =

12.5 mm, dx I 2.9 mm and  -111.35 mm. This enhancement in bandwidth is the

result of dual radiating modes excited in close vicinity as a result of the strip

loading. Depending on the dimensions and the relative position of the parasitic

strip, the magnitude and phase of the energy coupled to the strip vary, which

excites an additional radiating mode of higher frequency. The return loss and

impedance variation at the optimum design parameters are shown in Figure 2,

which justify the excitation of dual modes.
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Figure 2: Measured input impedance corresponding to the return loss plot shown in inset
for optimum values of L I 45 mm, W I 2 mm, d= 12.5 mm,

dx: 2.9 mm and  =11.35 mrn

Radiation patterns are measured for the two principal planes viz X-Z and

Y-Z planes. Figure 3 shows the radiation patterns at 2.62, 2.77 and 2.935 GHz i.e.,

in the neighbourhood of the lower, centre and upper ends of the operating band

respectively. The co-polar patterns are broadsided with good cross-polar levels. At

the upper end of the band, the cross-polarisation of the X-Z plane is better than

-30 dB. On the other hand, the Y-Z plane shows good cross-polarisation at the

lower end of the band. The small degree of asymmetry in the patterns is due to

the effects of the SMA connector and feed cable on one side of the antenna.

Half power beam widths (HPBW) measured from the radiation patterns are 970
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APPENDIX D A HALF-CYLINDRICAL

DIELECTRIC RESONATOR ANTENNA

A compact half-cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna  made from a high

permittivity ceramic material is investigated. The DRA shows broadside radiation

characteristics with good  across the matching band that covers the 2.4 GHz- WLAN

band.

D.1 INTRODUCTION

Many techniques have been proposed to achieve compact DRAs in which

the most successful are half volume DRA designs. As the bandwidth of a DRA is

limited by the dielectric constant of the DR being used, various feed designs are

employed to get the desired impedance bandwidth. A half-cylindrical DR

geometry as the one presented here can support multiple radiating modes and if

properly excited, impedance bands corresponding to those modes having similar

radiation characteristics can be merged to provide the band suitable for a

particular application. In this work, a compact half-cylindrical DRA suitable for

WLAN application is presented. A resonant mode is excited close to the

broadside Tl\/113,; mode thereby forming the \X/LAN band of 2.4 to 2.484 GHZ.

D.2 ANTENNA GEOMETRY

The antenna geometry is shown in Figure 1. A half-cylindrical dielectric

resonator (DR) of permittivity sfl -'= 69, diameter Za I 26 mm and height d I 12
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- 
mm is fed by a 50 £2 microstrip transmission line of length L = 10 cm and width

w~3mm, fabricated on a microwave substrate of permittivity 8,3 = 4.7 and size 140

mm x 110 mm X 1.64 mm. The DRA is operated in the broadside TM12a mode by

properly choosing the feed position. The feed position is optimized

experimentally as (xo, yo) = (5 mm, 40 mm), where X0 and Yo are defined

respectively as the vertical and horizontal distances from the stripline to the DR as

shown in Fig.1

For a given TMVPH, mode, the resonant frequency is given as

f = 5;"T__\/X§p+(-g(2m+1)) (1)

where Xvp is the root of the characteristic equation J Q, (Xvp) = 0, Jv is the vm order

Bessel function of the first kind, c is the velocity of light, v 2 0, p = 1,2,3... and m =

0,1,2 etc. For the DRA of the present ease, the TM125 mode frequency is calculated by

(1) as 2.475 GHZ.

D.3 RESULTS

Measured return loss of the DRA as a function of frequency is plotted in

Figure 2. The antenna has a 2:1 SWR bandwidth ranging from 2.32 to 2.5 GHz

(7.45 °/0) that includes the 2.4 GHZ \X/LAN band of 2.4 to 2.485 GHz. It is noted

that the return loss is minimum at the frequency of 2.455 GHZ, which agrees

reasonably well with the theoretical value calculated above. lt is noted that the
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bandwidth includes a lower resonance at 2.365 GHZ, close to the T M125 "resonance

to form the band of interest. Figure 3 shows the input impedance of the DRA.
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Figure 1: Geometry of the half-cylindrical DRA
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Figure 2: Measured Return Loss of the DRA
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Measured radiation patterns at 2.45 GI—Iz are shown in Figure 4. Patterns

are relatively broad with good cross-polar levels. The YZ-plane pattern is

symmetric because of the symmetry of the DR about that plane.
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Figure 3: Input impedance of the DRA

But in the XZ-plane, the radiation is stronger at 6 I 120° as shown in the

figure. This may be due to the asymmetry of the DR about that plane where its

curved surface also contributes to the radiation in that direction. Radiation

patterns at other frequencies in the band also show similar characteristics. The

antenna offers a peak gain of 4.58 dBi at 2.44 GI-I2.
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CONCLUSION

A study on microstripline fed half-cylindrical dielectric resonator antenna

has been presented. The DRA offers good reflection and radiation characteristics

in an impedance band suitable for 2.4 GHz WLAN application.
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